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RESUMO


Nesta tese estudamos redes cooperativas em modo de operação Full-Duplex (FD). Para tanto, usamos conceitos de teoria da informação e da comunicação, além de estatística aplicada. Assim, fornecemos uma extensa análise de desempenho de sistemas cooperativos em modo FD. Além disso, demonstramos que a operação de relays em modo FD é possível, mesmo sofrendo intensos níveis de auto-interferência. Mostramos também sua aplicação em diversos cenários. Ademais, os resultados obtidos através deste trabalho servem como referência para o design e desenvolvimento de futuras tecnologias de comunicação sem-fio.


Palavras-chave: Full-duplex, Comunicação via relay, Auto-interferência, Probabilidade de falha de comunicação, Canal de desvanecimento composto
In this thesis we study Full-Duplex (FD) cooperative networks from different perspectives, using concepts of information theory, communication theory and applied statistics. We provide a comprehensive performance analysis of cooperative communications systems operating with FD relays. We demonstrate that FD relaying is feasible even when experiencing strong self-interference, and we show its application under different scenarios. More importantly, the results attained through this work serve as a benchmark for design as well as deployment of current and future wireless communications technologies. Our first contribution is a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art on FD communications, more specifically on FD relaying, and we revisit some of the main properties of cooperative schemes. Another contribution comes from an extensive analysis of outage probability, throughput and energy efficiency of FD relaying over Rayleigh fading channels. Besides the mathematical framework introduced herein, we also show that in some cases cooperative Half-Duplex (HD) schemes achieve better performance than FD relaying with self-interference. Therefore, we draw a discussion on the trade-offs between HD and FD schemes as well as between throughput and energy efficiency. Then, we investigate the performance of FD relaying protocols under general fading settings, namely Nakagami-m fading. Our findings allow a better understanding of effects of the residual self-interference and line-of-sight on a FD relaying setup. Our final contribution lies on the performance analysis of secure cooperative networks relying on information theoretical metrics to provide enhanced privacy and confidentiality to wireless networks. Thus, we provide a comprehensive mathematical framework for composite fading channels. Even though experiencing strong self-interference, we demonstrate that FD relaying is feasible also under secrecy constraints, thus perfect secrecy can be achieved.

**Keywords:** Full-duplex, Relaying, Self-interference, Outage probability, Composite fading channel
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last few years wireless networks have become ubiquitous and an indispensable part of our daily life due to a broad range of applications. In the next years, a myriad of connected devices will change the way we live, make business, gather into social groups and interact. As a result, the next generation of mobile access networks will experience a thousand-fold increase in traffic volume compared to today’s standards, which will require new technologies and practices as well as a rearrangement of the spectrum (EVANS, 2011; SOLUTIONS, 2011; ERICSSON, 2013).

In order to meet these demands with high quality of service, not only high bit rates are required but also low error performance. Therefore, we first need to circumvent the disruptive characteristics of the wireless medium, mainly multipath and fading effects. Many techniques have been proposed over the years (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004), for instance channel coding is often employed as a way to overcome the effects of multipath. When the spatial domain of the channel is exploited, both multipath and fading can be tackled by the use of multiple antennas, commonly known as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques (MIETZNER et al., 2009).

Amongst the MIMO techniques are diversity schemes (MIETZNER et al., 2009), whose main goal is to provide the receiver with several realizations of the signal and therefore effectively circumvent the effects of fading in wireless communications, which consequently enhances reliability through the use of multiple transmit and/or receive antennas (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004). However, as pointed out in (MIETZNER et al., 2009) MIMO techniques offer various benefits, which do not come for free. For instance, wireless devices are constrained in size, complexity and power, which, by its turn, renders current diversity methods harder to implement in practical applications.

In order to overcome such constraint, cooperative diversity emerged as a promising technique for future wireless communication systems. Cooperation among nodes offers enhanced spatial diversity and network connectivity, improved power and spectrum efficiency
as well as increased communication reliability (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012; 3GPP, 2010c; LI et al., 2012; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014; WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014). Therefore, cooperative networks have been the focus not only of academia (NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; MIETZNER et al., 2009; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012; 3GPP, 2010c; LI et al., 2012; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014; WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014) but also of the industry (3GPP, 2010c; LI et al., 2012; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014). For instance, earlier releases of 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) (3GPP, 2010c) already included relaying as a viable technique to boost performance, remaining in the scope of current systems such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-advanced (LI et al., 2012). In addition, cooperative systems are foreseen as a key technology also in the upcoming wireless systems (WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014).

The relay channel was introduced by Van der Meulen (MEULEN, 1971) and is composed of three nodes, namely source (S) and destination (D), while the third node acts as a helper and it is known as relay (R). The basic idea behind the relay channel is that the source broadcasts its information to both relay and destination. Then, the relay forwards the source’s signal to the destination, which properly combines the signals received through the two independent paths (source-destination and R-D links). Thus, the destination perceives a virtual MIMO channel which allows a single antenna device to achieve spatial diversity as if it were a multiple antenna one (NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012).

Throughout these last decade, a variety of cooperative schemes have been proposed and applied to different network configurations. For instance, in (FENG et al., 2013) the authors claim that through cooperation transmission power is reduced, since the distance among nodes is smaller, consequently the interference within the network will be also smaller. Based on that cooperation is an important part of energy-efficient networks, given that a node can save energy through cooperation.

Cooperative schemes are also associated with multiple antenna (MIMO) technologies as discussed in (WANG et al., 2010). As observed in (WANG et al., 2010), cooperative MIMO, known as virtual or distributed MIMO, utilizes distributed antennas on multiple radio devices to achieve some benefits similar to those provided by point-to-point MIMO systems. In this context, the wireless network is able to coordinate among distributed antennas and achieve considerable performance gains such as improvements in spectral efficiency and network
coverage. More specifically, in (LI et al., 2012) the authors explore the application of such cooperative schemes in LTE-advanced systems, showing that great system spectrum efficiency and performance improvements can be achieved. Another application of cooperative schemes is into the scope of machine-to-machine communications as pointed out in (TALHA; PATZOLD, 2011; BOCCARDI et al., 2014). Additionally, cognitive radio is also a propitious way to improve spectrum efficiency of wireless communications (LETAIEF; ZHANG, 2009; CHEN et al., 2014). Such schemes become an even more powerful tool when associated with cooperative schemes. In that case, significant gains can be achieved in spectrum sensing and sharing, interference constraint adaptive cooperative feedback, rateless network coding, and interference coordination (LETAIEF; ZHANG, 2009; CHEN et al., 2014). All in all, we observe that cooperative schemes are exploited in a wide range of applications (BOCCARDI et al., 2014; FENG et al., 2013; YANG et al., 2012; WANG et al., 2010; LI et al., 2012; TALHA; PATZOLD, 2011; LETAIEF; ZHANG, 2009; CHEN et al., 2014), and are also a promising technology for future wireless communications networks (LI et al., 2012; WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014).

1.1 MULTIPLEXING LOSS IN COOPERATIVE SCHEMES

In spite of all the progress achieved so far (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012; 3GPP, 2010c; LI et al., 2012; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014; WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014), there are still several open issues in cooperative schemes. Amongst these, may be even one of the greatest, challenges resides the multiplexing loss, which is inherent of cooperative schemes that operate with Half-Duplex (HD) radios (NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008). The multiplexing loss appears because the relay, in a first slot, hears the broadcast from the source, and then on a second instant conveys the received message to the destination. In this sense, multiplexing loss presents itself as the on of the major drawbacks of cooperative schemes. Several schemes have been proposed on an attempt to overcome such issue; however, those solutions are in general quite intricate, see, for instance, (FAN et al., 2007; TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011). For instance, (FAN et al., 2007) requires the use of one more relay in order to overcome the multiplexing loss, while in (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008) a spectrally efficient relay selection scheme is proposed, which by its turn assumes the existence of several relays. In this sense, both works have an stringent requirement for more nodes, which may not be always available or it may be out of the interest of the nodes to cooperate, for instance due to a lack of
proper incentives. In (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011), the authors assume three node setup, in which the relay is able to accumulate messages. Then, exploiting its infra-structured deployment the relay can transmit the accumulated messages in a single frame with high data rate.

Until recently, communication standards rely heavily on HD radios, therefore transmission and reception occur in different instants. Nevertheless, this paradigm has changed and nowadays Full-Duplex (FD) radios are becoming a reality, such radios are able to simultaneously transmit and receive (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013).

1.1.1 Full-Duplex COMMUNICATIONS

Full-Duplex (FD) communications are becoming a reality and have gained considerable attention from academia and industry (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013). However, current FD systems suffer from a power leakage between the transmit and receive antennas, which is known as self-interference (DUARTE et al., 2012; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014). Therefore, there are still several unanswered questions such as: how to overcome self-interference? Which cancellation technique gives better performance? Could self-interference be brought down to noise level ? How to model and cope with residual self-interference? Currently, some of these questions are partially answered, since many of those questions are under scrutiny but there is yet plenty of work ahead. In the context of cooperative schemes, FD relaying deals not only with multiplexing loss, but at the same time promotes increased link capacity and opens new ways to reuse the spectrum (HONG et al., 2014).

Several works have dealt with the self-interference cancellation problem (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a).
Analytical and empirical results show that self-interference can be mitigated, but so far cannot be brought down to noise floor (DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a). Thus, the FD transceiver experiences the reminder of the self-interference, namely residual self-interference, which by its turn can be modeled as a fading channel (RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013; KWON et al., 2010).

All in all, the main conclusion amongst all those works (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; SABHARWAL et al., 2014; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013) is that FD communication is feasible, even though suffering strong self-interference and, consequently, residual self-interference.

It is in this context that lies the work presented throughout this thesis. We explore and analyze several FD cooperative schemes as well as their applications in current and future wireless communications systems. For instance, we assess the performance of HD and FD cooperative schemes in terms of outage probability, throughput and energy efficiency over Rayleigh fading channels, and discuss the trade-offs between them. Later, we evaluate FD relaying under general fading settings, in order to better understand effects of distinct (non-) Line-of-Sight (LoS) configurations on the residual self-interference. Then, another important aspect of current and upcoming wireless communication networks is security, which we also grasp by means of information-theoretical tools, namely Physical Layer (PHY) security (SHIU et al., 2011; MATHUR et al., 2010; BASSILY et al., 2013). PHY-security appears as an alternative to complement cryptographic-based security systems, which are often implemented at the higher layer of communication protocols (SHIU et al., 2011; MATHUR et al., 2010; BASSILY et al., 2013). Furthermore, PHY-security opens a new way to enhance the robustness and reduce the complexity of conventional cryptography systems since it is unbreakable and quantifiable (in confidential bps/Hz) regardless of the eavesdropper's computational power (SHIU et al., 2011). Therefore, herein we assess the performance PHY-secured cooperative systems in terms of secrecy capacity and outage probability\(^1\).

Bearing all this in mind, herein we provide a comprehensive performance analysis,\(^1\)

\(^1\)Owing to readability, we opt to leave a more detailed discussion on PHY security enclosed to Chapter 5.
by means of analytical and numerical results, which serves as a benchmark for design and deployment of cooperative networks.

1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the performance of cooperative FD networks which has been done analytically and corroborated by Monte Carlo simulations. In what follows, we outline this thesis and provide the main contributions of each chapter. Thus,

- **Chapter 2:** We present a comprehensive overview of the current state-of-the-art on FD communications, more specifically FD relaying. Additionally, we revisit some of the main properties of cooperative schemes and introduce the FD relaying model as well as the main performance metric used throughout this thesis.

- **Chapter 3:** We analytically evaluate outage probability, throughput and energy efficiency of cooperative FD relaying over Rayleigh fading channels. Additionally, we compare the performance of cooperative FD relaying, as well as a multi-hop FD scheme, to two incremental cooperative HD relaying methods: Incremental Redundancy Space-Time (IRST), which is one that achieve the best performance among HD schemes, and Selection Combining (SC), which is the simplest retransmission scheme. Besides the mathematical framework provided, we also show that cooperative HD schemes can achieve a smaller outage probability and a higher throughput than cooperative FD relaying with self-interference. Our main contribution lies on the discussion of such trade-offs between HD and FD schemes, as well as throughput and energy efficiency.

- **Chapter 4:** We investigate the performance of some FD relaying protocols under general fading settings, more specifically under Nakagami-$m$ fading. For that purpose, we introduce a new accurate approximation for the product of two Nakagami-$m$ Random Variables (RVs) as well as for the sum of Gamma RVs. With these results we are able to characterize the outage probability of the proposed FD relaying protocol in a easy to compute closed-form expression. Our findings allow us to better understand effects of the residual self-interference on a FD relaying setup, since distinct (non-) LoS configurations can be emulated, which can be directly related to the quality of the antenna isolation and self-interference cancellation employed at the FD relay.

- **Chapter 5:** We consider the concept of PHY security, which is a information theoretic tool which comes as a way to complement cryptographic-based security systems. We
discuss the main advances in cooperative PHY security associated with FD relaying schemes and composite fading channels. To do so, we introduce a comprehensive performance analysis on three major scenarios. For each scenario we evaluate the appropriate metric, providing easy-to-compute closed-form expressions. Moreover, we demonstrate that even though experiencing strong self-interference, FD relaying is feasible under secrecy constraints.

- **Chapter 6:** We conclude the thesis and discuss some directions for future work.

It is noteworthy that in this thesis we increment complexity of the system model chapter by chapter. Therefore, the fundamentals of FD relaying are introduced in Chapter 2. Then, Chapter 3 focuses on the performance analysis of FD relaying schemes under Rayleigh fading channel. Chapter 4 extends this initial assessment and provides an analysis of Nakagami-$m$ fading, which allows the emulation of different conditions of the network, such as fading severity and LoS. Last, Chapter 5 adds an analysis on composite fading channels, under a PHY security constrains and FD relaying.

In each chapter, we employ a model that captures the main mechanisms of the network. Hence, even though the similarities in the network modeling, each chapter is based on different assumptions and provide new insights, which are justified and discussed therein.

### 1.3 AUTHOR’S PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THE THESIS

This thesis is based on seven published international journal papers (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013, 2012, 2015), and seven related conference papers (ALVES et al., 2011a, 2011, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2011b, 2014). Moreover, this thesis extends our initial studies in cooperative communications (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2011a, 2011), to FD relaying scenarios as introduced in (ALVES et al., 2011, 2012, 2013). Thus, those works provide an initial assessment on the performance of FD relaying schemes, later these works are extended in order to encompass a deeper analysis and further comparisons with the state-of-the-art on HD relaying, yielding (ALVES et al., 2013, 2013). The aspect of secrecy and confidentiality on FD cooperative networks is drawn in (ALVES et al., 2011b, 2012, 2014, 2015). In a initial work (ALVES et al., 2011b, 2012) the author proposed a scheme that exploits spatial diversity as a way to enhance security. Then, motivated by the outcomes of FD relaying and information-theoretic security the author performs an investigation on secure FD cooperative schemes, whose results are presented in (ALVES et al., 2014, 2015).
Besides (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013, 2012, 2015, 2011a, 2011, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2011b, 2014), the author published other journals (ALVES et al., 2012; MAFRA et al., 2013b) and conference papers (ALVES et al., 2012; SANGUANPUAK et al., 2012; MAFRA et al., 2013a; LOPEZ et al., 2014; ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014; NARDELLI et al., 2014). Additionally, by the time this thesis was finished, the author had submitted (MAFRA et al., 2015; BRANTE et al., 2015; ALVES et al., 2015; NARDELLI et al., 2015; MOYA et al., 2014; BENITEZ et al., 2015; ALVES et al., 2015). Amongst these publications are the ones closely related to this thesis (MAFRA et al., 2013b; ALVES et al., 2015). For instance, (ALVES et al., 2012) introduces a performance assessment of heterogeneous networks, where the legacy network is underlaid by FD femtocells. Notice that those results are not embodied herein, those works have distinct system models and setups which would be a cumbersome task to harmonize to the reminder of the thesis. Therefore, this thesis focus on general framework whose main insights can be applied to distinct applications as we have done in (ALVES et al., 2012) and (MAFRA et al., 2015).

Furthermore, under the scope of cognitive networks, we focused on underlay relaying networks and an extensive analysis of both HD and FD schemes is provided in (MAFRA et al., 2013b, 2013a, 2015; BENITEZ et al., 2015). Additionally, (MOYA et al., 2014) renders a performance analysis of Amplify-and-Forward (AF) FD relaying schemes, while in (ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014) a more general framework is investigated and we investigate how highly dense deployments of small cells perform when FD nodes communicate under composite fading channels. The impact due to extra interference from co-channel users and how that compares to the intrinsic residual self-interference is identified, and performance is compared to benchmark HD scenarios.

During his thesis work the author has established a vast collaboration network with professors and researchers from various distinguished universities such as Supeléc (France), State University of Campinas, Unicamp, Federal University of Ceará, UFC, São Paulo State University, Unesp-SJBV, and especially with the Federal University of Technology - Paraná – UTFPR (where the author completed his under graduation studies). Furthermore, the author is part of a double degree program between University of Oulu and UTFPR and all results have been obtained under the co-supervision of Prof. Richard Demo Souza and Prof. Matti Latva-aho. This extensive collaboration led to several publications (ALVES et al., 2013, 2013, 2011, 2012, 2011a, 2011, 2011b, 2012; SANGUANPUAK et al., 2012; ALVES et al., 2013; MAFRA et al., 2013a; LOPEZ et al., 2014; ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014; NARDELLI et al., 2014; ALVES et al., 2015; MAFRA et al., 2015; BRANTE et al., 2015; ALVES et al., 2015; BENITEZ et al., 2015; NARDELLI et al., 2015; MOYA et al., 2014; ALVES et al., 2015).
2 COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS: A GENERAL OVERVIEW

In this chapter, we outline the most relevant aspects of cooperative communications: from the relay channel classification up to FD relaying protocols. This overview will serve as a guideline for the developments introduced in the next chapters.

2.1 RELAY CHANNEL

The relay channel is depicted in Fig. 1. Notice that $h_{ij}$ represents the channel coefficients between the nodes $i \in \{S, R\}$ and $j \in \{R, D\}$ with $i \neq j$. After the broadcast from the source, the relay helps the communication by forwarding source’s message to the destination (MEULEN, 1971; COVER; THOMAS, 2006), represented by the dotted line in Fig. 1.

There are several ways to classify the relay channel:

- **Superposition**: in (LARSSON; VOJCIC, 2005; WANG et al., 2010) the authors investigate superposition schemes, where diversity comes, for example, from superposition modulation.
• **Orthogonal transmission:** are the focus on (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012), and (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; ALVES et al., 2011a, 2012, 2012) such strategies exploit different repetition protocols in order to enhance the performance of such cooperative schemes.

• **Ad-hoc/infra-structured relaying:** infra-structured relays are deployed by the service provider (YANIKOMEROGLU et al., 2004; SADEK et al., 2010; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; ALVES et al., 2011a, 2012), while ad-hoc relays generally are other users of the network. The advantage of infra-structured over ad-hoc relaying lies on a better positioning and channel fading conditions as pointed out in (YANIKOMEROGLU et al., 2004; SADEK et al., 2010).

• **Return channel:** in (VALENTI, 2005; ZHENG et al., 2009; ALVES et al., 2012) the authors exploit the presence of a return channel, which allows the destination to exchange information with source and/or relay, and therefore allows the use of Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) strategies as investigated in (VALENTI, 2005; ZHENG et al., 2009). For instance, (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011) exploits accumulation of retransmitted messages, in order to achieve higher throughput and increased reliability, while (ALVES et al., 2012) evaluates the performance and energy efficiency of incremental relaying protocols. Further, in (ALVES et al., 2011a, 2012) the authors investigate different cooperative Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) schemes and discuss the trade-offs of each scheme in terms of outage probability and throughput.

• **Operation mode:** the relay can operate either in HD or FD fashion (MIETZNER et al., 2009; NOSRATINIA et al., 2004; LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; GOMEZ-CUBA et al., 2012). For instance, in HD mode, the relay transmits and receives in orthogonal slots either in time or frequency (KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012). Such HD schemes have been widely investigated in the literature, although they are inherently spectrally inefficient (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011), cooperative HD schemes suffer from multiplexing loss, since Relay (R) first listens and then forwards the message which requires at least two slots for cooperation (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011). On the other hand, in FD mode transmission and reception occur simultaneously (DUARTE et al., 2012; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013; HONG; CAIRE, 2013; KHANDANI, 2013).

Moreover, FD relaying has received more attention of the academy and industry in
the recent years (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KRAMER et al., 2005), ideally doubling the spectral efficiency. In FD mode, cooperative protocols do not suffer from multiplexing loss inherent of HD schemes (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011), and therefore FD protocols achieve much higher rates. Thus, in recent years due to such high potential, FD communication has become a promising technology to increase performance of cooperative as well as point-to-point networks, this added to the fact that it has been shown that practical FD communication is feasible (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KRAMER et al., 2005; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; SURAWEERA et al., 2009). The main reason behind this growing interest is that FD schemes outperform HD schemes (RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KRAMER et al., 2005; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; SURAWEERA et al., 2009), further discussion will be presented next.

2.1.1 COOPERATIVE PROTOCOLS

The behavior of the relay is dictated by the cooperative protocols whose general picture is given in Fig. 2. Notice that Fig. 2 depicts HD protocols, which demand at least two slots, either in time or frequency, to operate. In general, cooperative protocols can be divided into two major phases: broadcast from the source, as shown in Fig. 2a; and cooperative phase\(^1\), as shown in Fig. 2b.

The two most known cooperative protocols are: AF and Decode-and-Forward (DF) (LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006; SURAWEERA et al., 2009). In the AF protocol the relay amplifies source’ signal and then forwards it to the destination (LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005). On the other hand, in the DF protocol the relay decodes the source’s message and then forward it to the destination (LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005).

\(^1\)We distinguish here HD and FD protocols. While cooperative phase refers to HD protocols, we termed as multiple access phase the second half of the FD protocols.
et al., 2005). The DF protocol has three main variants commonly known as fixed, selective and incremental. In Fixed-Decode-and-Forward (FDF) the relay always forwards the message even if it was incorrectly decoded (LANEMAN et al., 2004). On the other hand, in Selective Decode-and-Forward (SDF) the relay only forwards the message if it was decoded free of errors (LANEMAN et al., 2004). The Incremental-Decode-and-Forward (IDF) protocol accounts for the presence of a return channel, and therefore the relay only forwards the message if it is error free and if requested by the destination (LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012).

Cooperative HD protocols suffer from multiplexing loss, since the communication happens in two distinct instants (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011). Due to the great potential of cooperative schemes several solutions have been proposed trying to overcome such issue (TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008; ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; FAN et al., 2007). For instance, in (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011) the authors propose a HD cooperative protocol that allows the relay to accumulate a given number of messages, and then forward a single frame carrying a concatenation of all decoded messages. This new frame is transmitted with a rate proportional to the number of accumulated messages, exploiting the deployment of infra-structured relays. In general such relays are strategic deployed and its positioning yields some LoS towards the destination. Alternatively, in (FAN et al., 2007) successive
relaying is introduced, thus at least two relays are needed and while one listens to the source broadcast the other forwards the message to destination. This technique does not suffer from multiplexing loss, however imposes the use of two or more relays besides the coordination among the cooperative parties. Therefore, it becomes disadvantageous in scenarios where there is a scarcity of resources or even in heavily loaded networks, where nodes are often busy such that cooperation may be not possible.

Another alternative to overcome the spectral inefficiency of HD cooperative protocols is at a cost of a return channel between nodes (LANEMAN et al., 2004; KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012), again such protocols are known as incremental. For instance, in our earlier works (ALVES et al., 2012, 2012) we investigate the combination of rate and power allocation techniques and the use of repetition and parallel coding with IDF protocol. The results show that there is trade-off between the resource allocation schemes and the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR), which means that one technique is favored over the other depending on SNR constraints. It is also shown that a simple repetition scheme becomes more suitable for practical purposes since it requires a simpler receiver than parallel coding methods with similar performance.

In this context, FD relaying appear as an interesting alternative once FD cooperative protocols do not suffer from multiplexing loss and achieve higher capacity than HD cooperative protocols (KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006). Hereafter, we focus on the FD relaying protocols and practical aspects of their implementations. The discussion drawn next serves as ground to the subsequent chapters, where a detailed performance analysis is presented.

2.2 FULL-DUPEX RELAYING

An ideal FD relay transmits and receives simultaneously, which considerably enhances performance of the relay channel (KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006), such scenario is depicted in Fig. 3a. Throughout this thesis we assume that the relay is equipped with two distinct radio interfaces, such that transmission and reception are isolated from each other, and each has its own dedicated antenna, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Notice that, in this case perfect isolation is assumed between transmit and receive antennas. Nevertheless, perfect isolation (ideal) between transmitted and received signals is not yet possible, and in fact it is a cumbersome task (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013). Notice that in Fig. 3b the self-interference is represented by the dotted
2.2.1 SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION

Intuitively FD communication should be easily attainable given that the signals are known and all needed is extra circuitry to subtract it from the receiving end. However, in practice this assumption does not hold since the radios considerably distort the transmitted signal which appear due to the (non-)linearities of the radio circuitry and noise (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013).

Then, in order to tackle such strenuous task, practical FD schemes have been proposed such that the power leakage between transmitted and received signals, known as self-interference, is taken into account and several mitigation techniques have been proposed (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et

Figure 3: In FD relaying transmission and reception occur simultaneously, therefore broadcast and cooperative (multiple access) phases are concurrent. Ideal relaying is not yet possible, therefore the FD relay experiences self-interference, which is denoted by the channel coefficient $h_{RR}$ (dotted line).
al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013). Self-interference cancellation is the key enabler of FD communications, which allows to exploit the full potential of FD communications (HONG et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014).

We can classify the self-interference cancellation schemes in two large groups, as follows:

- **Passive techniques:** consists of antenna separation and also shielding the reception from the transmission at the FD radio. The main goal is to isolate and shield the reception from transmission.

- **Active techniques:** operate on analog and/or digital domain. The main objective in the analog domain is to suppress the self-interference in the analog receiver circuitry-chain before the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). While in the digital domain, the goal is to cancel the self-interference after the ADC by resorting to sophisticated signal processing schemes.

Notice that there are many options and tradeoffs involved in the design of the receiver chain in order to cope with the self-interference cancellation. To each solution there are advantages and downsides as well. For instance, in order to cope with non-idealities of the receiver-chain (such as distortions and phase-noise) an analog-domain signal processing circuit would be necessary, which becomes costly and cumbersome to implement. On the other hand, canceling the interfering transmit signal in the digital domain is facilitated by the use of sophisticated adaptive digital signal processing techniques. However, such techniques suffer from cancellation precision non-idealities in the analog domain (for instance, power amplifier distortions, phase-noise, quantization noise). Bering this in mind, we can classify the self-interference cancellation schemes by defining two large groups with respect to the domain, thus

- **Analog Cancellation:** analog cancellation circuitry and/or analog signal processing.

- **Digital Cancellation:** sophisticated signal processing schemes.

In what follows we discuss some of the recent advances on active and passive. For instance, the issue of self-interference cancellation on FD radios is investigated through experimental results in (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012). In (DUARTE; SABHARWAL,
2010) a practical FD system is proposed and it is shown that the self-interference can be attenuated by more than 39 dB through transmit and receive antenna separation. Later, in (DUARTE et al., 2012) the authors extend their initial results and show that attenuation levels up to 75 dB can be achieved.

Later, (EVERETT et al., 2014) presents a measurement-based study of the capabilities and limitations of key mechanisms for passive self-interference mitigation, showing that more than 70 dB of passive suppression can be achieved in certain environments. The authors also relate the antenna suppression with frequency selectivity of the residual self-interference signal which, by its turn, implicates in higher-order filters or per-subcarrier cancellation. In addition, (HE et al., 2014) evaluates the impact of amplitude and phase errors on the estimation of self-interference. Thus, based on the Rician model introduced by (DUARTE et al., 2012), the authors analytically investigate the impact of LoS and non-LoS on the self-interference, showing that poor antenna isolation (e.g. larger LoS factor) is the bottleneck of self-interference cancellation.

The nonlinearities aspects of the transmitter and receiver chains are exploited in (KORPI et al., 2014b). The authors focus on the nonlinear distortions occurring in the transmitter power amplifier and receiver chain, focusing as well on the dynamic range requirements of ADCs. Their results point out that the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter power amplifier and the quantization noise at ADCs become a great issue on a FD transceiver. Further, in (KORPI et al., 2014a) the authors focus on active self-interference cancellation. A detailed self-interference model is introduced, such model includes power amplifier nonlinear distortion as well as transmitter and receiver mixer amplitude and phase imbalances. In order to tackle the self-interference issue the authors propose a widely-linear digital self-interference cancellation process which outperforms current linear solutions and enables low-cost FD transceivers.

A summary of the recent advances on active and passive self-interference cancellation as well as a discussion of the role of FD radios in the upcoming generation of wireless technologies is provided in (HONG et al., 2014). Similar investigations on hardware design and implementation are carried out also in (CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013) and similar conclusions are drawn. Further more, Table 1 summaries the recent advances on self-interference cancellation, and indicates the overall cancellation achieved and which technique is employed: analog (A), digital (D) or hybrid (H). Notice that hybrid cancellation employs both
analog and digital cancellation.

Table 1: Summary of the recent advances on Self-Interference Cancellation for FD radios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Self-Interference Cancellation</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(DEBAILLIE et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Characterization of analog interference mitigation schemes for compact FD radios, resorting to polarized antenna and self-tunable cancellation circuits.</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>75 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BLISS et al., 2007)</td>
<td>Experimental characterization of passive and active cancellation: antenna separation and digital cancellation.</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>60 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LI; MURCH, 2014)</td>
<td>Characterization of digital interference cancellation accounting for non-linearities of power amplifier as well as I/Q imbalances. The desired signal is iteratively removed from the received one for more accurate channel estimation and cancellation.</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>75 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010)</td>
<td>Measurement based characterization of passive and active cancellation schemes: antenna separation (20 and 40 cm), analog and digital cancellation.</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>80 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DUARTE et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Measurement based characterization of the distribution of the self-interference. Self-interference is modeled as a Rician fading channel.</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>74 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Characterization of passive and active cancellation schemes: analog and digital cancellation. Discussion on the use of FD radios on real-time feedback channels.</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>80 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(EVERETT et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Characterization of passive cancellation schemes through distinct antenna separation techniques, which are able to achieve 70 dB attenuation. Associated with digital cancellation the total average attenuation arrives to 95 dB.</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>95 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NGUYEN et al., 2013; LEE et al., 2010; CIRIK et al., 2014; HUBERMAN; LE-NGOC, 2014b, 2014a)</td>
<td>Precoding strategies for self-interference mitigation in single and multi-user scenarios.</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(KORPI et al., 2014a)</td>
<td>Introduces a detailed self-interference model, accounting for power amplifier nonlinear distortion as well as transmitter and receiver mixer amplitude and phase imbalances. Resorts to widely-linear digital self-interference cancellation process which enables low-cost FD transceivers.</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(KORPI et al., 2014b)</td>
<td>Discuss the impact on FD transceiver performance due to nonlinear distortion at the transmitter power amplifier and receiver chain and on the dynamic range requirements of ADCs.</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FD SCHEMES

Despite all the advances in interference attenuation and cancellation attained in the last few years, with current technology it is not possible to fully mitigate and reduce the self-interference to the noise floor level (Duarte et al., 2012; Bharadia et al., 2013; Hong et al., 2014). Nevertheless, whenever self-interference is attenuated, at levels around 70 dB, FD communication becomes feasible. The receiver is able to cope with the remaining of the self-interference, which is known as residual self-interference. Thus, even though experiencing residual self-interference, FD communication is achieved and its performance is evaluated for several scenarios depending on the residual self-interference levels, as we shall see in what follows.

Earlier works conjectured that the residual self-interference could be modeled as a RV (Kwon et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2008b, 2008a), and later experimental results confirmed such assumption, as pointed out in (Duarte et al., 2012). This model is quite intuitive and allows the analysis of many scenarios which can include the emulation of various (non-)LoS configurations (Zhu et al., 2008b; Duarte et al., 2012; Alves et al., 2013). Bearing this in mind, many works have carried out this assumption, of residual self-interference as a fading channel, and many techniques that deal with residual interference have been proposed (Riihonen et al., 2009a, 2009a; Kwon et al., 2010; Riihonen et al., 2009b, 2011a, 2011b; Duarte et al., 2012). Fig. 4 summarizes the current self-interference cancellation techniques. We divided the methods into two major categories: digital and analog cancellation. The intersection gives us the joint strategies, which present the best performance by suppressing self-interference up to 95 dB. Fig. 4 also includes a third category which accounts for the residual self-interference, which appears as a result of analog and digital cancellation techniques. For instance, therein are the general fading models for residual self-interference.

Performance analysis of distinct FD protocols are also investigated in (Riihonen et al., 2009a, 2009a, 2009b, 2011a; Zhu et al., 2008b; Khafatgy et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2014) as well as in (Alves et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013, 2014; Lima et al., 2014; Moya et al., 2014). For instance, (Riihonen et al., 2009a, 2009a) discuss the feasibility of full-duplex relaying as well as compare the performance of AF HD to its FD counterpart. Additionally, (Alves et al., 2012, 2013) provide an extensive comparison between HD and FD schemes. The authors compare FD DF scheme to the state-of-the-art on HD DF relaying, which are the methods that associate repetition coding with HARQ strategies (Alves et al., 2012). Still, (Riihonen et al., 2009b; Kang et al., 2014; Moya et al., 2014) deal with FD AF relaying, from performance analysis to power allocation and self-interference mitigation. For instance,
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Figure 4: Overview of self-interference cancellation techniques for FD communications

(RIIHONEN et al., 2009b) provides a performance analysis of a gain control scheme, which maximizes the Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) with reduced the transmit power. Then (MOYA et al., 2014) shows that, when the direct link is accounted as a useful source of information rather than interference, performance enhances and that such scheme achieves diversity order of one. We recall that due to self-interference FD relaying suffers from zero diversity order. In order to tackle such issue the authors in (RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) propose an hybrid relaying scheme, where the FD relay is able to switch modes from FD to HD given the network constraints. Extending this idea the authors in (KRIKIDIS et al., 2012a) consider also multiple FD relays under AF protocol, such that the best relay is opportunistically chosen to cooperate in either FD or HD fashion depending on some network constraints. In (KRIKIDIS et al., 2012b) the authors propose a self-interference cancellation scheme that allows FD relays to achieve diversity order greater than zero due to a block based relaying strategy, which brings time diversity enhancement over independent fading realizations.

Furthermore, in (ZHU et al., 2008b) all channels coefficients follow Rician distribution, while (ALVES et al., 2013) models the residual self-interference, as well as all other channel coefficients, as Nakagami-$m$ fading. Both works assess the impact of distinct channel parameters on the performance of a FD cooperative protocol.

Moreover, multiple antenna relaying settings are evaluated in (RIIHONEN et al., 2011b; NG et al., 2012; NGO et al., 2014; SHANG et al., 2014; SURaweera et al., 2014; NGUYEN et al., 2013; CIRIK et al., 2014; GOHARY; YANIKOMEROGLU, 2014; KANG et al., 2014; HUBERMAN; LE-NGOC, 2014b, 2014a). Another application of FD relaying is in a multi-user MIMO setting, which is investigated in (LEE et al., 2010; NGUYEN et al., 2013),
where Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) transmissions occur simultaneously and the authors rely on precoding schemes to enhance spectral efficiency and deal with the self-interference.

Furthermore, a network level analysis of FD communicating devices is performed in (ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014) and it is shown that the self-interference dominates the aggregate interference component. Moreover, FD networks outperform HD networks in terms of both spectral efficiency and outage probability when self-interference is attenuated by more than 70 dB.

Next, Table 2 outlines on the performance analysis of FD schemes and also indicates fading models for the residual self-interference, as well as applications of FD communication to different scenarios.

**Table 2: Performance analysis of FD schemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Self-Interference Cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(HE et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Evaluates the impact of amplitude and phase errors on the estimation of self-interference. Based on the Rician model introduced by (DUARTE et al., 2012) the impact of LoS and non-LoS on the self-interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011a)</td>
<td>Performance analysis and power allocation strategies for FD relaying schemes. Introduces the idea of hybrid relays, which operate under FD or HD depending on system constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ALVES et al., 2013; ZHU et al., 2008b; ALVES et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Modeling residual self-interference though general fading distributions, Rice and Nakagami-m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Self-Interference Cancellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(KRIKIDIS et al., 2012a; KIM; PAULRAJ, 2012; RODRIGUEZ et al., 2014; MOYA et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Performance analysis of FD AF relaying schemes. For instance, the issue of FD relay selection under AF protocol is investigated in (KRIKIDIS et al., 2012a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ALVES et al., 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Performance analysis of FD DF relaying schemes. A selective DF scheme is introduced in (KHAFAGY et al., 2013), which is a sub-case of (ALVES et al., 2012, 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MAFRA et al., 2015; BENITEZ et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Assess outage probability and power allocation policies for underlay cognitive radio networks with FD relays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Assess spectral efficiency and outage probability in the network level of highly dense deployment of FD nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HONG et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Comprehensive discussion on the applicability of self-interference cancellation schemes to future wireless networks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All in all, one common conclusion amongst those works is that it is possible to achieve high performance even in the presence of strong self-interference (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013), which means that FD communication is feasible. All in all, given that the FD node is able to considerably attenuate the self-interference, so that FD communication becomes feasible. Therefore, the performance of different FD protocols can be evaluated.

In the following, we introduce the two FD protocols that will be evaluated under different scenarios in the next chapters.

2.3 FULL-DUPLEX RELAYING PROTOCOLS

Here we introduce two FD relaying protocols namely Full-Duplex Multi-Hop (FDMH) and Full-Duplex Block Markov (FDBM) (COVER; THOMAS, 2006; COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006). These protocols were initially proposed for the relay channel
with ideal FD relay (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006). We compare the FDMH scheme, which is the simplest relaying technique since it relies on the idea of multi-hopping, to FDBM, which is the best known performance achieving FD relaying method (COVER; THOMAS, 2006; KRAMER et al., 2005, Ch. 15.7).

Both FDMH and FDBM operate under DF protocol (COVER; THOMAS, 2006; COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005). The FD DF protocol can be decomposed into two channels: Broadcast Channel (BC) and Multiple-Access Channel (MAC), similarly to the HD case as discussed above. However, here the whole process occurs within one single time slot. In the first phase, namely broadcast phase, the source broadcasts its message to relay and destination. Differently from HD cooperative schemes, the multiple access phase starts simultaneously with the broadcast phase under the FD mode, in which the relay forwards the received message to the destination. Thus, we can write the received signal at the relay as

$$y_R = \sqrt{P_S d_{SR}^{-\nu}} h_{SR} x + \sqrt{P_R \bar{d} h_{RR} \tilde{x}} + w_R,$$

while the received signal at the destination is

$$y_D = \sqrt{P_S d_{SR}^{-\nu}} h_{SR} x + \sqrt{P_R d_{RD}^{-\nu}} h_{RD} \tilde{x} + w_D,$$

where $h_{ij}, i \in \{S,R\}$ and $j \in \{R,D\}$, denotes fading channel coefficients, $P_i$ is the transmit power, $d_{ij}$ represents the distance between the nodes $i$ and $j$, and $\nu \geq 2$ denotes the path loss exponent. Additionally, $w_j$ is zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with unity variance ($\sigma_w^2 = 1$). In addition, $x$ represents the unity energy transmitted symbol, while $\tilde{x}$ is the unity energy transmitted symbol re-encoded by the relay. It is noteworthy that $x$ and $\tilde{x}$ are not necessarily identical once the relay may use a different codeword from the source.

### 2.3.1 THE ENCODING/DECODING PROCESS

The decoding and encoding schemes used in both protocols, FDMH and FDBM, were initially proposed in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979), and are extended to fading scenarios in (KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2013).

Both protocols rely on a combination of block Markov encoding at source and relay, associated with coding for cooperative multiple access channel and superposition coding (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005), which is also named as irregular encoding/successive decoding (KRAMER et al., 2005). As pointed out in (KRAMER et al., 2005) the same achievable rates can be achieved through different strategies such as: regular encoding/sliding-window decoding (CARLEIAL, 1982); and regular encoding/backward
decoding (ZENG et al., 1989).

Furthermore, those two strategies are more suitable for quasi-static fading channels, once they are less likely to fail in the intermediate decoding steps (KRAMER et al., 2005) when compared to irregular encoding/successive decoding proposed by (COVER; GAMAL, 1979). Bearing this in mind, we adopt throughout this thesis regular encoding and backward decoding (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZENG et al., 1989; LAI; GAMAL, 2008).

Thus, as proposed in (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZENG et al., 1989; LAI; GAMAL, 2008), the message is divided into \( L \) blocks, as shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, \( \tilde{x} \) is delayed compared to \( x \) (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) such that \( \tilde{x}[l] = x[l - \tau] \), where \( 1 \leq l \leq L \) and \( \tau \geq 1 \) represents the processing and delay. In order to facilitate to the reader and for easy comparison, we assume hereafter that \( \tau = 1 \), which means that the message from the relay is only delayed by one block. Moreover, as pointed out in (RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) this delay is large enough to guarantee that the simultaneously received signals are uncorrelated, and therefore can be jointly decoded.

In order to illustrate this processes Fig. 5 depicts the block transmission scheme with backward decoding where the message is divided into \( L \) blocks, notice that even though the relay is delayed by one block with respect to the source, performance is not affected for large \( L \) (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KHAFAGY et al., 2013).

A first analysis on such decoding schemes for practical FD relaying, accounting for the effects of residual self-interference, is done in (ALVES et al., 2013). Later, it is extended in (KHAFAGY et al., 2013), where the authors generalize the backward decoding scheme for any delay and number of blocks. Also it is shown that the performance is not affected for large \( L \) or as far the ratio between delay and the number of blocks is small.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>( x[1] )</th>
<th>( x[2] )</th>
<th>( \cdots )</th>
<th>( x[L-1] )</th>
<th>( x[L] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relay</td>
<td>( \tilde{x}[1] )</td>
<td>( \tilde{x}[2] )</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
<td>( \tilde{x}[L-1] )</td>
<td>( \tilde{x}[L] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Source and relay block transmission. Notice that the frame is divided into \( L \) blocks and the relay’s transmission is delayed by only one block (\( \tau = 1 \)).
2.3.2 ACHIEVABLE RATES OF FD COOPERATIVE PROTOCOLS

The overall achievable rate of the both protocols (FDMH and FDBM) is given as
(KRAMER et al., 2005; ZENG et al., 1989, Sect. IV-B), (ALVES et al., 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013)

\[ R_{FD} = \min \{ R_{BC}, R_{MAC} \}, \quad (6) \]

where we assume regular encoding and backward decoding, and express (6) as a function of the
achievable rates in each phase of the FD protocol: \( R_{BC} \) for the BC; and \( R_{MAC} \) for MAC.

First, the achievable rate of the BC phase is (KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013)

\[ R_{BC} = \log_2 \left( 1 + (1 - \rho^2) \frac{\gamma_{SR}}{\gamma_{RR} + 1} \right) \quad (8) \]

where \( \gamma_{ij} \triangleq P_i |h_{ij}|^2 \) represents the SNR of the link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \), and notice that \( \gamma_{RR} \)
represents the SNR of the residual self-interference at the relay. Additionally, \( \rho \) represents the
correlation coefficient between source and relay messages (COVER; GAMAL, 1979). Notice
that for the FDMH we assume independent codewords, therefore \( \rho = 0 \) and (8) reduces to
\[ R_{BC} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma_{SR}}{\gamma_{RR} + 1} \right) . \]

The FDMH protocol is in essence a multi-hop protocol, and therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that the direct link between source and destination (S-D) cannot be decoded, and
instead such link is seen as additional interference at the destination. Then, the achievable rate
of the MAC phase (\( R_{MAC} \)) is written as (ALVES et al., 2012, 2013)

\[ R_{MAC}^{FDMH} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma_{RD}}{\gamma_{SD} + 1} \right), \quad (10) \]

Differently from the FDMH protocol, in the FDBM case the S-D link is seen as
useful information rather than interference, and therefore based on (KRAMER et al., 2005)
the achievable rate is then given as

\[ R_{MAC}^{FDBM} = \log_2 \left( 1 + P_S |h_{SD}|^2 + P_R |h_{RD}|^2 + 2 \sqrt{P_S P_R} \Re(\rho h_{SD} h_{RD}^*) \right), \quad (12) \]

where \( \Re(\cdot) \) denotes the real part of complex number and \( ^* \) represents the complex conjugate
of \( x \).

Herein, we introduced FD relaying protocols and we provide a general idea of their
operation. Then, we will employ the concepts introduced above into different settings and
scenarios in the following chapters.

2.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter we briefly summarized some concepts of cooperative communications. As discussed above, through cooperation even single antenna devices can achieve spatial diversity by sharing resources. Therefore, cooperation comes as a promising alternative to boost performance of current and upcoming wireless networks. Cooperation becomes even more attractive in applications that are constrained, for instance, due to size and cost.

Moreover, herein we also discussed the advantages of FD relaying. We presented the key idea behind practical FD communication and challenges to cope with self-interference. As discussed above, complete mitigation of self-interference is not possible, which results in residual self-interference. The residual self-interference can be modeled as a RV, which facilitates the performance evaluation of different FD networks. Finally, we outline the FD protocols that are evaluated throughout this thesis.

All in all, these concepts are relevant to understand our assumptions and developments in the next chapters, where we analyze in details the FD relaying schemes. It is important to note that our main results are enclosed from Chapter 3 to Chapter 5. In each of them, the network is modeled in order to capture the main mechanisms of the network. Hence, even though the similarities in the network modeling, each chapter is based on different assumptions that provide new insights, which are discussed therein.
3 OUTAGE, THROUGHPUT AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF SOME HALF AND FULL DUPLEX COOPERATIVE RELAYING SCHEMES

3.1 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Through cooperation among nodes even single antenna devices can achieve spatial diversity (LANEMAN et al., 2004; ZIMMERMANN et al., 2005; ZHAI et al., 2012). Moreover, cooperative protocols can operate either in a HD or FD fashion. As mentioned in Chapter 2 and investigated in (ALVES; SOUZA, 2011; TANNIOUS; NOSRATINIA, 2008), HD cooperative protocols are spectrally inefficient, in the sense that two time slots are used to transmit a message from source to destination, whereas in the FD mode the relay simultaneously transmits and receives in the same frequency. However, “ideal FD operation”, in which transmitted and received signals are perfectly isolated, is not possible. In practice, transmitted power is normally much larger than received power (KRAMER et al., 2005), which turns the isolation a difficult task. Non-cooperative and cooperative FD schemes where residual self-interference is assumed between the transmitted and received signals were investigated in (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; RIIHONEN et al., 2009a, 2009a, 2009b, 2009b; KWON et al., 2010). For instance, in (RIIHONEN et al., 2009a) it is shown that FD relaying with self-interference is feasible even if there is a strong power leakage between the transmitted and the received signals, and that FD relaying enhances capacity when compared to multi-hop HD relaying. Similar conclusions are obtained in (RIIHONEN et al., 2009b; KWON et al., 2010). Additionally, such relaying schemes are of great interest of the industry (3GPP, 2010c; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014), for instance, in band FD operation is being investigated, for instance, since Release 10 of 3GPP (3GPP, 2010c) and (ALVES et al., 2012) introduces a performance assessment of heterogeneous networks, where the legacy network is underlaid by FD femtocells.

Besides the boost in performance achieved through cooperation, cooperative diversity is seen as an energy efficient strategy since, for instance, a target Quality of Service (QoS) can be achieved with lower power consumption (LANEMAN et al., 2004; SENDONARIS et al., 2003). Furthermore, in the recent years energy efficient wireless protocols have been focus of
both academia and industry (3GPP, 2010c; HASAN H. BOOSTANIMEHR, 2011; HOYDIS et al., 2011; EISENBLATTER; STEFANSKI, 2013; CAVALCANTE et al., 2014). The objective of power consumption analysis is to propose alternatives to extend the battery lifetime of mobile devices as well as to reduce carbon emissions, and reduce energy consumption of the network as a whole (3GPP, 2010c; HASAN H. BOOSTANIMEHR, 2011; HOYDIS et al., 2011; EISENBLATTER; STEFANSKI, 2013; CAVALCANTE et al., 2014). In (WANG; NIE, 2010; SADEK et al., 2009; BRANTE et al., 2011) power consumption was analyzed for non-cooperative and cooperative networks. Moreover, the authors have accounted for different node densities and the circuitry consumption for transmitting and receiving data. In (WANG; NIE, 2010), the transmit power of the non-cooperative and the cooperative systems are considered to be fixed. Thus, the energy efficiency is maximized by the optimization of the packet length and the modulation order of each scheme. The performance analysis showed that the cooperative transmission outperforms the non-cooperative in terms of energy consumption when there is a great distance between the source and the destination. In (SADEK et al., 2009), by establishing an acceptable limit for the packet loss, the transmit power is minimized based on the outage probability of each transmission scheme. The results show that the cooperative network can be more energy efficient than the non-cooperative network when source and destination are far apart. In (BRANTE et al., 2011), by defining an end-to-end throughput requirement, it is shown that incremental cooperation is more energy efficient than direct transmission and than multi-hop transmission, even at small transmission ranges. Moreover, in (GOMEZ-VILARDEBO et al., 2010) energy efficiency analysis is carried out considering HD and FD multi-hop schemes in the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) relay channel. The results show that the HD multi-hop relay may require at least 50% more bandwidth than FD multi-hop relay with the same rate and power constraints.

In this chapter we analytically evaluate the outage, throughput and energy efficiency of cooperative FD relaying with interference under Rayleigh fading channel. Moreover, as previously discussed in Chapter 2, we adopt the Block Markov encoding at source and relay (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005). We recall that, as seen in Chapter 2, the Block Markov encoding has the same achievable rates as regular encoding and backward decoding, which is also pointed out in (KRAMER et al., 2005). While in (RIIHONEN et al., 2009a, 2009b; KWON et al., 2010) the authors consider multi-hop HD relaying, here we compare the performance of cooperative FD relaying to that of two incremental cooperative HD relaying methods: IRST transmission and SC (ALVES et al., 2012). In IRST the relay only cooperates if requested by the destination. Once requested, the relay sends additional parity bits, together with the source, by means of a space-time codeword, which is then appropriately
combined by the destination with the first source transmission (ZHAO; VALENTI, 2003; NAM et al., 2005; ZHAO; VALENTI, 2005; HU; DUMAN, 2007; NARASIMHAN, 2008; KHORMUJI; LARSSON, 2009; ALVES et al., 2012). By its turn, in SC, which is the simplest IDF scheme, the relay also cooperates only if requested. In such case the relay retransmits the source message (while the source is silent), and the destination applies SC between the original source transmission and the relay retransmissions.

Other operation modes for HD relaying could be considered, but our choice for IRST and SC is justified by the fact that IRST is a very high performance due to accumulation of the achievable rate at a cost of strict synchronization. While SC is very simple and the worst performing HD scheme based on the DF protocol (ALVES et al., 2012). Therefore, we are able to compare FD relaying to a sample of the most complex and high performance HD schemes and to a sample of the most simple and less performing HD methods.

3.2 SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a system with three cooperating terminals as discussed in Chapter 2. Fig. 6 depicts the network under consideration, where we assume that all channels coefficients are subject to quasi-static Rayleigh fading. Moreover, we account for the self-interference (dotted line in Fig. 6). We model the self-interference channel also as Rayleigh fading, because we assume that this link is dominated by the scattering component of the channel. This is a reasonable assumption since the LoS component is considerably reduced by antenna isolation or represents a residual interference after the usage of an interference cancellation scheme (KWON et al., 2010; DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012). In (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012) an experiment-driven analysis of FD wireless was

![Figure 6: Three-node cooperative network: source (S), relay (R) and destination (D). Residual self-interference is present at the relay and represented by the dotted line. Notice that the direct link is also perceived at the destination.](image-url)
The authors evaluate passive and active cancellation techniques and showed that self-interference can be attenuated up to 74 dB. However, such attenuation is not enough to bring the self-interference to the noise floor (Duarte et al., 2012). Additionally, we assume perfect Channel State Information (CSI) at the receivers. The channel noise is considered to be a complex AWGN with variance $N_0/2$ per dimension. Without loss of generality, we assume that the noise power is $N_0 = 1$. Moreover, we consider that the relay can operate either in FD or HD mode.

### 3.2.1 FULL-DUPLEX RELAYING

In the FD mode, the source broadcasts the message $x$, which is heard by both relay and destination (when the direct link exists). At the same time the relay sends a message $\tilde{x}$ to destination. Moreover, the transmission from the relay to destination interferes in its own reception of the message sent by the source. Following the above and as pointed out in Chapter 2, the received signals at the relay and at the destination can be written as:

$$y_R = \sqrt{P_S} h_{SR} x + \sqrt{P_R} \delta h_{RR} \tilde{x} + w_R,$$

$$y_D = \sqrt{P_R} h_{RD} \tilde{x} + \sqrt{P_S} h_{SD} x + w_D,$$

where $h_{ij}$ are the complex fading channel coefficients with $i \in \{S,R\}$ and $j \in \{R,D\}$, where $h_{RR}$ is the complex fading coefficient of the self-interference link (Kwon et al., 2010). The average transmit power at source and relay are $P_S$ and $P_R$ while $w_R$ and $w_D$ are the noise at relay and destination, $d_{ij}^{-\nu}$ is the path loss distance between nodes $i$ and $j$ with $\nu$ begin the path loss exponent. Notice that all channels are Rayleigh distributed where $\Omega \triangleq \Omega_{ij} \triangleq \mathbb{E}[|h_{ij}|^2] \triangleq d_{ij}^{-\nu}$ represents the corresponding average fading power. Again, notice that $\Omega_{RR} \triangleq \mathbb{E}[|h_{RR}|^2] \triangleq \delta$, where $\delta$ coefficient represents average strength of the residual self-interference cancellation, which encompass active and passive cancellation techniques (Duarte et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2014).

### 3.3 HALF-DUPLEX RELAYING

In the HD mode, the transmissions are orthogonal in time, and we assume the presence of a feedback channel, so that nodes use the incremental DF protocol. In the first time slot, the
source broadcasts a message to relay and destination, so that:

\[ y_R = \sqrt{P_S} h_{SR} x_S + w_R, \]  
\[ y_D = \sqrt{P_S} h_{SD} x_S + w_D. \]  

If an error is detected, destination requires a retransmission. Then, two cases are considered, depending if source and relay transmit concurrently in the second time slot or not. In case they do (the IRST method), then the relay cooperates with the source, and the received signal at destination given as:

\[ y'_D = \sqrt{P_S} h_{SD} x'_S + \sqrt{P_R} h_{RD} \tilde{x}' + w_D, \]  

where \( x'_S \) and \( \tilde{x}' \) are symbols from a space-time codeword. The signals \( y'_D \) and \( y_D \) are combined at destination and a new decoding attempt is carried out. Then, in case the relay retransmits in the second slot while the source is silent (the SC method). Hence, \( x'_S = 0 \) and \( \tilde{x}' = \tilde{x} \), the receiver applies SC between \( y'_D \) and \( y_D \). For instance, an application of the SC in cooperative network under AF protocol is performed in (SURAWEERA et al., 2009).

3.4 COOPERATIVE FD AND HD SCHEMES

In this section we introduce two FD relaying schemes: FDMH and FDBM. The latter is the best performance achieving FD relaying protocol (KRAMER et al., 2005) while the former is the simplest FD relaying protocol. Likewise, we also introduce two HD protocols: SC and IRST. The SC protocol is the simplest HD relaying protocol, only the transmission with the highest SNR is decoded at destination. On the other hand, the IRST protocol combines different (re-)transmissions which increases the overall mutual information.

3.4.1 Full-Duplex Multi-Hop (FDMH) RELAYING

The FDMH scheme is a simple multi-hop relaying protocol. We assume that destination sees the direct link as interference rather than useful information, which may represent a scenario where the destination is not as sophisticated as in the FDBM case. Bearing this in mind, we can white the SNR at the relay and destination, respectively, as
\[ \gamma_{R} = \frac{|h_{SR}|^2 P_{S}}{|h_{RR}|^2 P_{R} + 1}, \]  
(25)

\[ \gamma_{D} = \frac{|h_{RD}|^2 P_{R}}{|h_{SD}|^2 P_{S} + 1}, \]  
(26)

where \( P_{S} \) and \( P_{R} \) represent the source and relay transmit power, respectively. Then, the mutual information of the source-relay and relay-destination links, respectively, are

\[ I_{SR} = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{R}), \]  
(29)

\[ I_{RD} = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{D}), \]  
(30)

**Theorem 3.1.** Assuming that all RVs are independent, the overall outage probability of FDMH scheme is

\[ \mathcal{P}_{FDMH} = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{P_{R} \Omega_{RD} (2^R - 1) + P_{S} \Omega_{SR} (2^R - 1)}{P_{S} \Omega_{SR} P_{R} \Omega_{RD}}\right) \frac{P_{S} \Omega_{SR} P_{R} \Omega_{RD}}{(P_{R} \Omega_{RD} + (2^R - 1) P_{S} \Omega_{SD}) (P_{S} \Omega_{SR} + (2^R - 1) P_{R} \Omega_{RR})}. \]  
(32)

**Proof.** As in the HD multi-hop case (LANEMAN et al., 2004) and assuming that all RVs are independent, an outage event occurs whenever the source-relay link is in outage or when the relay fails to transmit. Mathematically the outage is given as

\[ \mathcal{P}_{FDMH} = \mathcal{P}_{SR} + (1 - \mathcal{P}_{SR}) \mathcal{P}_{RD}, \]  
(35)

\[ = \Pr[I_{SR} < R] + \Pr[I_{SR} > R] \Pr[I_{RD} < R], \]  
(36)

which allows us to write the overall outage probability as a function of the outage probabilities of the individual links, namely source-relay and relay-destination. \( \square \)

Next, we assess the outage probability of the source-relay and relay-destination link through the next theorem.

**Theorem 3.2.** Assuming independent and exponentially distributed RVs, the outage probability is

\[ \mathcal{P}_{ij} = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{2^R - 1}{P_{i} \Omega_{ij} \kappa} P_{i} \Omega_{ij}\right) \frac{P_{i} \Omega_{ij}}{P_{i} \Omega_{ij} + \frac{2^R - 1}{\kappa} P_{k} \Omega_{kj}}. \]  
(38)

where \( i \in \{S\}, j \in \{R\} \) and \( k \in \{R\} \) for the source-relay link, while for the relay-destination link the indexes are \( i \in \{R\}, j \in \{D\} \) and \( k \in \{S\}. \)
Proof. The proof follows as

\[ P_{ij} = \Pr \left[ J_{ij} < R \right] \]

\[ = \Pr \left[ \log_2 \left( 1 + \kappa \gamma_f \right) < R \right], \tag{41} \]

\[ = \Pr \left[ \frac{\left|h_{ij}\right|^2 P_i}{\left|h_{kj}\right|^2 P_k + 1} < \frac{2^R - 1}{\kappa} \right]. \tag{42} \]

Let us define \( X = \left|h_{ij}\right|^2 P_i \) which is exponentially distributed and \( Y = \left|h_{kj}\right|^2 P_j + 1 \) is mean shifted exponentially distributed. Then, we compute the distribution of \( Z = \kappa X / Y \) (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001, pg. 186) given by \( f_Z(z) = \int_0^\infty y f_X(y, \kappa y) dy \), where \( \kappa \neq 0 \) is a scaling factor used to generalize the result. Once that this distribution is calculated, it is possible to compute the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), which fortunately has closed-form solution and is given as in (38).

Then, from Theorem 3.2 and setting \( \kappa = 1 \) we obtain the outage probability of the source-relay link as

\[ P_{SR} = 1 - \frac{\exp \left( \frac{-2^R - 1}{P_S \Omega_{SR}} \right) P_S \Omega_{SR}}{P_S \Omega_{SR} + (2^R - 1) P_R \Omega_{RR}}. \tag{44} \]

Likewise, the outage probability of the relay-destination link is given by:

\[ P_{RD} = 1 - \frac{\exp \left( \frac{-2^R - 1}{P_R \Omega_{RD}} \right) P_R \Omega_{RD}}{P_R \Omega_{RD} + (2^R - 1) P_S \Omega_{SD}}. \tag{45} \]

Once the FDMH scheme suffers interference from the direct link as well as self-interference, the outage probability is limited by a performance floor as the as the transmit power increases. Such performance floor is characterized in the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.3.** Assuming \( P_S = P_R = P \) and that \( P \to \infty \), the performance floor of the FDMH protocol is

\[ \lim_{P \to \infty} P_{\text{FDMH}} = 1 - \frac{\Omega_{SR}}{\Omega_{SR} + (2^R - 1) \Omega_{RR}} \frac{\Omega_{RD}}{\Omega_{RD} + (2^R - 1) \Omega_{SD}}. \tag{47} \]

Proof. The proof is straightforward from the properties of the limits and given that \( \lim_{x \to \infty} \exp(-1/x) = 1 \).

**Remark 3.1.** Note that even without self-interference, \( \delta = 0 \). Hence, \( \Omega_{RR} = 0 \) and the performance floor does not tend to zero due to the interference from the direct link.
Assuming a transmission rate of $R$, the average spectral efficiency (information rate) seen at destination of the FDMH scheme is

$$I_{FDMH} = R \left(1 - P_{FDMH}\right).$$

(49)

### 3.4.2 Full-Duplex Block Markov (FDBM) RELAYING

The capacity for the relay channel is still an open problem. In view of this unanswered issue, the best achievable rate known in the literature is attained when the Block Markov encoding technique is employed (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; COVER; THOMAS, 2006; KRAMER et al., 2006; ZHU et al., 2008b, 2008a). The Block Markov DF relaying scheme is based on the Block Markov encoding at source and relay, combined with superposition coding and coding for cooperative multiple access channel and random coding (COVER; THOMAS, 2006, Chap. 15) and also (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005). Notice that a more detailed analysis on the decoding method and achievability can be found in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; COVER; THOMAS, 2006; KRAMER et al., 2005, 2006). Additionally, for further analysis on ideal FDBM on Rayleigh fading channels, please refer to (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008a).

As aforementioned, the achievable rate of FDBM is given by the minimum of the achievable rates of the source-relay link (BC) and of a MAC, which is composed of the concurrent transmissions from source and relay to destination (KRAMER et al., 2005). Thus,

$$I_{FDBM} = \min\{I_{SR}, I_{MAC}\},$$

(51)

where the achievable rate $I_{SR}$ is given by (ZHU et al., 2008a):

$$I_{SR} = \log_2 \left(1 + \left(1 - \rho^2\right) \gamma_R\right),$$

(53)

while the variable $\rho$ is the correlation coefficient between source and relay messages (KRAMER et al., 2005) and $\gamma_R$ is the SINR given by

$$\gamma_R = \frac{|h_{SR}|^2 P_S}{|h_{RR}|^2 P_R + 1}$$

(54)

**Remark 3.2.** It is noteworthy that $\rho$ can maximize the mutual information of the FDBM scheme [5]. Once we assume CSI only at the receivers, we consider that $\rho$ is fixed for all fading states. Thus, under this simplifying assumption, $\rho$ is designed to minimize the outage probability which leads to $\rho = 0$ as we discuss later in Section 3.7.
We assume in $\gamma_R$ that the residual self-interference is accounted for as an additional uncorrelated interference at the relay.

**Remark 3.3.** As pointed out in (RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) the delay between source and relay messages is large enough to guarantee that the simultaneously received signals at relay are uncorrelated, and therefore the residual self-interference is seen as interference (cf. Chapter 2). Moreover, the residual self-interference is the remaining interference after applying analog and digital cancellation. Thus, as experimental results indicate the residual self-interference can be modeled as an independent RV (DUARTE et al., 2012).

The achievable rate in the MAC formed by relay-destination and source-destination links is (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008b, 2008a):

$$I_{\text{MAC}} = \log_2 \left( 1 + P_S |h_{SD}|^2 + P_R |h_{RD}|^2 + 2 \sqrt{P_S} P_R \Re (\rho h_{SD} h_{RD}^*) \right).$$

(56)

Then, we know from Theorem 4.1 that the overall outage probability of FDBM is given as

$$P_{\text{FDBM}} = \Pr \left[ \min (I_{SR}, I_{\text{MAC}}) < \mathcal{R} \right],$$

(59)

$$= P_{SR} + P_{MAC} - P_{SR} P_{MAC}.$$  

(60)

In order to find $P_{\text{FDBM}}$ we first develop the outage probability of the source-relay link, taking into account the effect of the self-interference. Then, by means of Theorem 3.2 and with $\kappa = 1 - \rho^2$ the outage probability of the source-relay of the FDBM scheme is

$$P_{SR} = 1 - \frac{\exp \left( - \frac{2\mathcal{R} - 1}{P_S \Omega_{SR} (1 - \rho^2)} \right) P_S \Omega_{SR}}{P_S \Omega_{SR} + \frac{2\mathcal{R} - 1}{1 - \rho^2} P_R \Omega_{RR}}.$$  

(62)

**Theorem 3.4.** Assuming independent RVs and transmission rate $\mathcal{R}$, the outage probability of the MAC phase of FDBM protocol is

$$P_{MAC} = 1 - \frac{\alpha \exp \left( - \frac{2\mathcal{R} - 1}{\alpha} \right) - \beta \exp \left( - \frac{2\mathcal{R} - 1}{\beta} \right)}{\alpha - \beta},$$

(64)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are

$$\alpha = \frac{a}{2} + \sqrt{b},$$

(67)

$$\beta = \frac{a}{2} - \sqrt{b},$$

(68)
with

\[ a = (P_R \Omega_{RD} + P_S \Omega_{SD}), \quad (71) \]

\[ b = \frac{a^2}{4} - P_S \Omega_{SD} P_R \Omega_{RD} (1 - \rho^2). \quad (72) \]

**Proof.** Please refer to (ZHU et al., 2008a; ALVES et al., 2013, 2012). Notice that the outage probability of the MAC phase of ideal FDBM was introduced in (ZHU et al., 2008a), in (ALVES et al., 2013, 2012) the authors extended this result to account for the effects of residual self-interference.

Due to the presence of residual self-interference at the relay the FDBM protocol also presents a performance floor, which is given by the next theorem.

**Theorem 3.5.** Assuming \( P_S = P_R = P \) and that \( P \to \infty \), the performance floor of the FDBM protocol is

\[
\lim_{P \to \infty} \mathcal{P}_{FDBM} = \frac{(2^\mathcal{R} - 1) \Omega_{RR}}{(2^\mathcal{R} + 1) \Omega_{RR} + \Omega_{SR} (1 - \rho^2)}. \quad (74)
\]

**Proof.** Proof follows the rationale of Theorem 3.3.

**Remark 3.4.** Note that the performance floor increases with \( \Omega_{RR} \) and \( \mathcal{R} \). The existence of this floor limits the performance of FD relaying, making it possible for incremental HD relaying to outperform FDBM as we show and discuss in Section 3.7.

Differently from the FDMH protocol, at high SNR regime, namely \( P \to \infty \), the FDBM protocol does not present a performance floor as \( \delta \to 0 \), in other words, the better the isolation and interference cancellation at the FD node, the better the cooperative network performs. Assuming a transmission rate of \( \mathcal{R} \), the average spectral efficiency (information rate) seen at destination of the FDBM scheme is

\[
\mathcal{S}_{FDBM} = \mathcal{R} (1 - \mathcal{P}_{FDBM}). \quad (76)
\]

**Remark 3.5.** Differently from (ZHU et al., 2008a), here we investigate the effects of the residual self-interference on the FDBM protocol in terms of outage probability as well as throughput.

### 3.4.3 HALF-DUPLEX RELAYING WITH SELECTION COMBINING

In the HD mode, the source broadcasts a message to relay and destination, then the relay forwards it to the destination. Recall that there is no self-interference in the HD mode,
which can be also observed in (19) and (20).

The achievable rate of the source-destination link is \( I_{SD} = \log_2(1 + \gamma_{SD}) \), therefore the outage probability of the source-destination link can be written as

\[
P_{SD} = \Pr[I_{SD} < R] = \Pr[\gamma_{SD} < 2^R - 1] = 1 - \exp\left(\frac{1 - 2^R}{P_S \Omega_{SD}}\right),
\]

where the instantaneous SNR at the source-destination link is \( \gamma_{SD} = |h_{SD}|^2 P_S \). Recall that \( \gamma_{SD} \) is exponentially distributed, then the outage probability of the source-destination link (assuming an attempted transmission rate \( R \)) is attained from its CDF, which can be expressed as in (82).

Following the same rationale, we readily determine the outage probability of the source-relay and relay-destination links. Since the instantaneous SNR of both links also are exponentially distributed. Then, recall that the instantaneous SNR at the relay is \( \gamma_{SR} = |h_{SR}|^2 P_S \) while at the destination is \( \gamma_{RD} = |h_{RD}|^2 P_R \).

Next, we write the achievable rates of the source-relay and relay-destination links as \( I_{SR} = \log_2(1 + \gamma_{SR}) \) and \( I_{RD} = \log_2(1 + \gamma_{RD}) \), the outage probabilities in such links, \( P_{SR} \) and \( P_{RD} \), can be written just as above, but replacing \( \Omega_{SD} \) by \( \Omega_{SR} \) and \( \Omega_{RD} \), respectively, and \( P_S \) by \( P_R \) when appropriate.

In the case of SC, after the transmission from the source, the destination verifies if the message was correctly received or not. Suppose an error occurred, but the relay was able to decode the message. Then, the destination requests for a retransmission from the relay. Destination verifies the retransmitted frame received and if it is also in error a failure is declared. In other words, there was an outage and then the source proceeds with the next data frame.

**Theorem 3.6.** The overall outage probability of the SC scheme is given by

\[
P_{SCout} = P_{SD} (P_{SR} + (1 - P_{SR})P_{RD}).
\]

**Proof.** Let us first define the outage probability of the SC after cooperation as

\[
P_{SC} = \Pr\{I_{SD} < R, I_{RD} < R\} = P_{SD} \cdot P_{RD}.
\]

Since all RVs are independent and exponentially distributed (87) is expressed as (88) (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001). Thus, an outage occurs if the source-destination link fails as
Figure 7: During the cooperative phase of the IRST protocol both source and relay synchronously retransmit. Thus, if a retransmission is requested by the destination, both source and relay send additional parity bits.

shown in the first term or if the retransmission fails. Note that $\Pr\{I_{SC} < R | I_{SD} < R\} = \frac{\Pr\{I_{SC} < R, I_{SD} < R\}}{\Pr(I_{SD} < R)} = \mathcal{P}_{RD}$ is the probability that an error occurs after a retransmission from the relay, given that an error occurred after the transmission from the source. Bearing this in mind, we finally obtain (84).

Given the outage probability of the SC scheme, the throughput is given as follows. The throughput of the SC method can be expressed as

$$\mathcal{T}_{SC} = R (1 - \mathcal{P}_{SD}) + \frac{R}{2} \cdot \mathcal{P}_{SD} \cdot (1 - \mathcal{P}_{SR}) \cdot (1 - \Pr\{I_{SC} < R | I_{SD} < R\})$$  \hspace{1cm} (91) \\
$$= R (1 - \mathcal{P}_{SD}) + \frac{R}{2} \cdot \mathcal{P}_{SD} \cdot (1 - \mathcal{P}_{SR}) \cdot (1 - \mathcal{P}_{RD}). \hspace{1cm} (92)$$

For the SC method the throughput notice that the first term in (92) comes from the direct transmission and destination can attempt to decode at rate $R$. The second term comes from the cooperation from the relay. We recall that the factor $1/2$ appears due to the HD constraint since cooperation occurs in two time slots.

3.4.4 Incremental Redundancy Space-Time (IRST) HALF-DUPLEX RELAYING

In case of a requested retransmission, source and relay send additional parity bits (by means of a space-time codeword) which are then appropriately combined by the destination with the source’s first transmission (ZHao; VALENti, 2003; NAM et al., 2005; ZHAO; VALENti, 2005; HU; DUMAN, 2007; NARASIMHAN, 2008; KHORMUJI; LARSSON, 2009; ALVES et al., 2012). Thus, different from the cooperative phase represented in Fig. 2b, in the IRST protocol both relay and source synchronously retransmit as depicted in Fig. 7. Thus, in case of
a retransmission the overall achievable rate seen at destination is (NARASIMHAN, 2008):

\[ \mathcal{I}_{\text{IRST}} = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{SD}) + \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{SD} + \gamma_{RD}) \tag{93} \]

Notice that the first term in (93) comes from first transmission, while the second term represents the synchronized transmission from source and relay.

It is noteworthy that if a retransmission is not required then \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{IRST}} = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{SD}) \) (NARASIMHAN, 2008; ZHAO; VALENTI, 2005). Such case is also represented on the first term of the throughput in (109), as we shall discuss later herein.

**Theorem 3.7.** Assuming exponentially distributed RVs and attempted transmission rate \( R \), the overall outage probability of the IRST schemes is

\[ P_{\text{out}} = P_{SD} \left( P_{SR} + (1 - P_{SR}) \frac{P_{\text{IRST}}}{P_{SD}} \right), \tag{95} \]

where \( \frac{P_{\text{IRST}}}{P_{SD}} = P\{\mathcal{I}_{\text{IRST}} < R | \mathcal{I}_{SD} < R\} \) is the probability that an error occurs at destination after the IRST transmission from source and relay, given that an error occurred after the original source’s transmission.

**Proof.** Let us first derive the outage probability of IRST, \( \mathcal{P}_{\text{IRST}} = \Pr[\mathcal{I}_{\text{IRST}} < R] \), given that the relay was able to decode the message from the source in the first transmission. Since \( \gamma_{SD} \) and \( \gamma_{RD} \) are independent and exponentially distributed, we can write

\[ f_{\Gamma_{SD}, \Gamma_{RD}}(\gamma_{SD}, \gamma_{RD}) = \frac{1}{\gamma_{SD} \gamma_{RD}} \exp \left( -\left( \frac{\gamma_{SD}}{\gamma_{SD} + \gamma_{RD}} \right) \right) \tag{97} \]

where \( \gamma_{SD} = \kappa_{SD} \Omega_{SD} \) and \( \gamma_{RD} = \kappa_{RD} \Omega_{RD} \) are the mean values for the variables \( \gamma_{SD} \) and \( \gamma_{RD} \), respectively. Now defining two new variables

\[ Z_1 = \Gamma_{SD} \tag{100} \]
\[ Z_2 = (1 + \Gamma_{SD})(1 + \Gamma_{SD} + \Gamma_{RD}) \tag{101} \]

Then applying the traditional methodology of changing of variables (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001), it is possible to compute the Jacobian of this transformation as \( J = 1 + z_1 \). With this transformation, we can write

\[ f_{Z_1, Z_2}(z_1, z_2) = \frac{1}{1 + z_1} f_{\Gamma_{SD}, \Gamma_{RD}} \left( z_1, \frac{z_2}{1 + z_1} - 1 - z_1 \right) \tag{103} \]

Note that the support now has changed from \( (0 \leq \Gamma_{SD} < \infty, 0 \leq \Gamma_{RD} < \infty) \) to \( (0 \leq Z_1 < \infty), \ ((1 + Z_1)^2 \leq Z_2 \leq \infty) \). With this in mind, it is possible to write the Probability Distribution
Function (PDF) of the target variable, $Z_2$, as

$$f_{Z_2}(z_2) = \int_0^{\sqrt{z_2} - 1} f_{Z_1,Z_2}(z_1,z_2)dz_1$$

and finally

$$P_{\text{IRST}} = \int_1^{2^H} f_{Z_2}(z_2)dz_2$$

resulting in the final expression as

$$P_{\text{IRST}} = \frac{1}{\gamma_D \gamma_{SD}} \int_1^{2^H} \int_0^{\sqrt{z_2} - 1} e^{-\frac{z_2}{\gamma_D(z_1+1)} + \frac{z_1+1}{\gamma_D} + \frac{z_1}{\gamma_{SD}}} dz_1 dz_2.$$  

(107)

It is important to note that $\Pr[I_{SD} < \mathcal{R}, I_{\text{IRST}} < \mathcal{R}] = \Pr[I_{\text{IRST}} < \mathcal{R}]$, since if $I_{\text{IRST}} < \mathcal{R}$ then $I_{SD} < \mathcal{R}$ as $I_{\text{IRST}} \geq I_{SD}$. Therefore, $\Pr[I_{\text{IRST}} < \mathcal{R} | I_{SD} < \mathcal{R}] = \frac{\Pr[I_{\text{IRST}} < \mathcal{R}, I_{SD} < \mathcal{R}]}{\Pr[I_{SD} < \mathcal{R}]}$. Finally, once (107) is attained, the overall outage probability of IRST scheme is attained as in (95).

Given a attempt transmit rate $\mathcal{R}$, the throughput of the IRST scheme is

$$I_{\text{IRST}} = \mathcal{R}(1 - P_{SD}) + \frac{\mathcal{R}}{2} P_{SD}(1 - P_{SR}) \left(1 - \frac{P_{\text{IRST}}}{P_{SD}}\right).$$

(109)

### 3.5 ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

Energy efficiency has been one of the major concerns in the recent years in both academia and industry, since wireless communication networks have been growing rapidly and requiring large number base stations and small cells in order to attend the ever-increasing data demands (HASAN H. BOOSTANIMEHR, 2011; HOYDIS et al., 2011; EISENBLATTER; STEFANSKI, 2013; CAVALCANTE et al., 2014). Therefore, energy consumption is a global issue due to the increased amount of carbon emissions (EISENBLATTER; STEFANSKI, 2013; CAVALCANTE et al., 2014). Therefore, energy efficient solutions, such as the ability to shut down infrastructure nodes or adaptive transmission strategy according to the traffic, will lead to green wireless communications. Such solutions will help not only operators (due to reduction on the operational costs, for instance) and users (longer battery life), but the environment as a whole.

Therefore, in this section we focus on the energy efficiency of some wireless cooperative schemes. For that sake, we define the total energy consumption per bit of each scheme, which takes into account the required power for the transmission, the power
consumption of the RF circuitry, and the bit rate. According to (CUI et al., 2003; CHEN et al., 2010; CAVALCANTE et al., 2014) the energy consumption of the RF circuitry is much larger than the baseband processing consumption. Thus, we have ignored the baseband processing consumption in the subsequent analysis.

We considered the same RF circuitry model introduced in (CUI et al., 2005), as shown in Figure 8. Thus, we account for the following blocks at the transmitter: Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), mixer, transmit filters and frequency synthesizer, whose power consumptions are respectively given by $P_{DAC}$, $P_{mix}$, $P_{fil_{tx}}$ and $P_{syn}$. Thus, the consumed power of the transmit hardware is given by $P_{TX} = P_{DAC} + P_{mix} + P_{fil_{tx}} + P_{syn}$. Given that and the power consumption estimated values presented in (CUI et al., 2005), we attain $P_{TX} = 97.9 \text{ mW}$. Moreover, at the receiver side, also according to (CUI et al., 2005), we consider the following blocks: frequency synthesizer, Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA), mixer, Intermediate Frequency Amplifier (IFA), receive filters and ADC, whose power consumptions are respectively given by $P_{syn}$, $P_{LNA}$, $P_{mix}$, $P_{IFA}$, $P_{fil_{rx}}$ and $P_{ADC}$. Thus, $P_{RX} = P_{syn} + P_{LNA} + P_{mix} + P_{IFA} + P_{fil_{rx}} + P_{ADC}$. Based on the power consumption values presented in (CUI et al., 2005), we calculate the receiver circuitry (namely ) consumption as $P_{RX} = 112.2 \text{ mW}$ and we assume a drain efficiency of $\eta = 0.35$, which is within the range of a power amplifier that operates under M-QAM modulation as pointed out in (CUI et al., 2005)

In what follows, we determine the total consumed energy per bit of the direct scheme

![Figure 8: Transmitter and receiver analog circuit blocks. Notice that in the transmitter (a) we account for DAC, mixer, transmit filters and frequency synthesizer. While at the reception side (b) we have the reception filters, LNA, mixer, frequency synthesizer, IFA and ADC.](image-url)
as:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{\text{dir}} = \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{TX}} + P_{\text{RX}}}{\mathcal{R}}, \] (111)

where \( P_{\text{AMP},S} = P_S/\eta \) is the power amplifier consumption for the source transmission, \( \eta \) is the drain efficiency of the power amplifier, \( P_{\text{TX}} \) and \( P_{\text{RX}} \) are the power consumed by the internal circuitry for transmitting and receiving, respectively.

In the case of the HD incremental cooperative schemes, the total consumed energy per bit depends on the outage probability on the source-destination and source-relay links:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{\text{HD}} = \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{TX}} + 2P_{\text{RX}}}{\mathcal{R}} + \mathcal{P}_{\text{SD}} \cdot (1 - \mathcal{P}_{\text{SR}}) \cdot \Omega, \] (113)

The first term in (113) corresponds to the consumed energy if destination could decode the packet correctly in the first time slot, then no retransmission is required. The second term in (113) corresponds to the consumed energy when the relay cooperates. In the case of the SC scheme, as only the relay transmits in the second time slot, then \( \Omega = \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{TX}} + P_{\text{RX}}}{\mathcal{R}} \), where \( P_{\text{AMP},S} = P_R/\eta \). On the other hand, in the IRST scheme both source and relay transmit in the second time slot, so that \( \Omega = \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{AMP},S} + 2P_{\text{TX}} + P_{\text{RX}}}{\mathcal{R}} \). The additional power consumption of the retransmission request messages is negligible, as shown in (BRANTE et al., 2011), and therefore is not considered here.

In the case of FD relaying, the total consumed energy per bit depends on the outage probability of the source-relay link, and it is given by:

\[ \mathcal{E}_{\text{FD}} = \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{TX}} + 2P_{\text{RX}}}{\mathcal{R}} + (1 - \mathcal{P}_{\text{SR}}) \cdot \frac{P_{\text{AMP},S} + P_{\text{TX}}}{\mathcal{R}}. \] (115)

Notice that the first term in (115) corresponds to the transmission from the source, which is heard by both relay and destination. The second term in (115) refers to the transmission from the relay. It is relevant to note that (115) depends only on the outage probability of the source-relay link once the relay is always overhearing source’s transmissions, and that the relay only cooperates if it was able to decode the message from the source. It is also important to note that in the presence of self-interference, the outage in the source-relay link in FD relaying is higher than the outage in the source-relay link in HD relaying.

### 3.6 POWER AND RATE ALLOCATION

Now, we investigate the power and rate allocation between source and relay in order to establish a performance benchmark. The choice of power and rate is such that maximizes the
throughput. Thus, we formalize the problem as:

\[
\max_{\mathcal{R}, P_S^*} \mathcal{T}
\]

subject to

\[
P_S^* + P_R^* \leq 2P \]

\[
\mathcal{R}_{min} \leq \mathcal{R} \leq \mathcal{R}_{max}
\]

(117)

where \( \mathcal{T} \) can be \( \mathcal{T}_{\text{FDMH}}, \mathcal{T}_{\text{FDBM}}, \mathcal{T}_{\text{IRST}} \text{ or } \mathcal{T}_{\text{dir}}, \) and \( P \) is the used power for direct transmission. The maximization can be performed with respect to \( \mathcal{R} \) and \( P_S^* \).

Since our goal is to compare the different HD and FD schemes, we do not focus on the proposal of particular Power Allocation (PA) and Rate Allocation (RA) solutions, but we resort to numerically efficient algorithms. Moreover, performing a closed form analysis of these equations is not possible since the equations are not jointly concave for all variables (BOYD; VANDENBERGHE, 2004; LUO; YU, 2006). Nevertheless, we recall that a local maximum can be found by constraining the equation to a particular interval of interest. Moreover, several efficient numerical solutions exist for such classical constrained nonlinear optimization problem (BOYD; VANDENBERGHE, 2004; LUO; YU, 2006; CAVALCANTI; ANDERSSON, 2009). For instance, we run a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method (CAVALCANTI; ANDERSSON, 2009) using MATLAB. Further, for the RA analysis we considered that \( \mathcal{R} \) could vary from \( \mathcal{R}_{min} = 1 \text{ bits/s/Hz} \) to \( \mathcal{R}_{max} = 10 \text{ bits/s/Hz} \). Such values were arbitrarily set; however, those values reflect a practical operational rate range in current cellular standards such as (3GPP, 2010b).

Thus, at each SNR value we numerically determine the attempted rate \( \mathcal{R} \) which maximizes the throughput. Additionally, for PA we determine the values of \( P_S^* \), and therefore \( P_R^* \). Notice that we opt for a sum power constraint, and therefore we assume \( P_S^* + P_R^* = 2P \). Hence, all schemes under analysis have the same power budget, which facilitates the comparison among methods. We recall that such an assumption is commonly used in the literature, see for instance (HOST-MADSEN; ZHANG, 2005; SURAWEERA et al., 2014). Then, the two parameters \( (P_S^*, \text{ and } \mathcal{R}) \) are jointly numerically optimized.

3.7 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Next we investigate the outage, throughput and energy efficiency of FDMH, FDBM, IRST and SC. But first let us assume a log-distance path loss model such that \( d_{ij}^{-\nu} \), where the decay exponent is \( \nu = 4 \) and \( d_{ij} \) is the distance between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). Moreover, we normalize the distance between source and destination to one and we suppose that the relay is positioned.
in the middle of such straight line between source and destination, thus \( d_{RD} = 1 - d_{SR} \). For simplicity and easy of comparison among the methods under analysis, we assume equal power allocation at source and relay, thus \( P_S = P_R \).

Based on (KWON et al., 2010), we consider two levels of self-interference: the ideal case, in which \( \Omega_{RR} = 0 \) (\(-\infty \) dB); and the more practical case of \( \Omega_{RR} = -8 \) dB. Notice that henceforth these assumptions hold for all numerical results unless stated otherwise.

Fig. 9.a) presents the outage probability as a function of \( \gamma_{SD} = \frac{P_S}{N_0} = P_S \), when \( R = 2 \) bits/s/Hz, \( d_{SR} = 0.5 \) and \( \rho = 0 \). We can notice that IRST outperforms the other methods. For FD relaying the performance decreases significantly with the increase of the self-interference. In Fig. 9.b) we consider a similar scenario, but when \( R = 8 \) bits/s/Hz and \( \rho = 0 \), where we can see that IRST increases its advantage over the other schemes with the increase in the attempted rate. Therefore, at least in terms of outage probability, HD is considerably superior than FD relaying. That is reasonable since in FD mode destination sees a superposition of source and relay signals, which increases the error probability at destination. Moreover, it is clear that the self-interference results in a floor in the outage of FDBM, compromising the performance.

In order to show the impact of \( \rho \), Fig. 10 shows the outage probability versus \( \rho \) for different relay positions \( d_{SR} \). We assume that \( \gamma_{SD} = 0 \) dB (black curves) or \( \gamma_{SD} = 10 \) dB (blue curves), and that \( d_{SR} \in \{1/3, 1/2, 2/3\} \). Notice that in this case \( \rho = 0 \) turns out to be the best choice. Therefore, next we assume that the correlation coefficient of the FDBM scheme is null (\( \rho = 0 \)), which turns the FDBM scheme into a joint decoding method (at the destination). Additionally, a similar result, showing that \( \rho = 0 \) might be the optimum choice, was presented in (ZHU et al., 2008a, Figure 4), in a different context.

When the throughput is the metric to be considered, as shown in Fig. 11, we can see that FDBM can considerably outperform the other methods\(^1\). However, for higher values of \( R \) and for practical values of the self-interference the performance of FDBM considerably decreases. For \( R = 8 \) bits/s/Hz and \( \Omega_{RR} = -8 \) dB, IRST, SC and even the direct transmission can outperform FDBM in terms of throughput. Moreover, we can note that in terms of throughput the simple SC scheme performs very close to IRST. In Fig. 12 we investigate the throughput as a function of \( R \), considering fixed SNR values of \( \gamma_{SD} = 0 \) dB and \( \gamma_{SD} = 15 \) dB. In the case of a low SNR as in Fig 12.a), FD relaying is a better option even with self-interference. However, in the case of a higher SNR as in Fig 12.b) this is not true, as FDBM with self-interference is outperformed by IRST and SC for many attempted rates \( R \). The reason for this reduced performance of FDBM is that the self-interference results in a floor in the outage of FDBM,

\(^1\)The throughput of a single direct (non-cooperative) transmission is defined as \( \frac{R}{1 - P_{SD}} \).
Figure 9: Outage probability as a function of the SNR $\gamma_{SD} = \frac{P_S}{N_0} = P_S$ for $d_{SR} = 0.5$, $\rho = 0$, and 
a) $R = 2$ bits/s/Hz and b) $R = 8$ bits/s/Hz. We compare ideal FD relaying to practical FD relaying 
as well as to HD schemes, direct transmission is shown as reference.

which gets close to one as $R$ grows.

We can clearly see from the above results that there are values of SNR and $R$ for 
which FD relaying considerably outperforms the HD strategies while, by its turn, in some cases 
HD relaying becomes much more attractive. Therefore, an interesting approach to increase the 
performance of cooperative systems would be to adopt a hybrid strategy in which the nodes 
would be able to shift between FD and HD mode according to its operating region.
Figure 10: Outage versus $\rho$ for $\gamma_{SD} = 0$ dB (solid line) or $\gamma_{SD} = 10$ dB (dashed line), and that $d_{SR} \in \{1/3, 1/2, 2/3\}$, for an ideal FD relay and for the case of a FD relay with self-interference.

3.7.1 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

In order to analyse the trade-off between throughput gains and energy consumption, we normalize the throughput by the total energy consumed. The normalized throughput, given in b/s/Hz/J, is shown in Fig. 13 for $R = 2$ bits/s/Hz and $R = 8$ bits/s/Hz. Assuming that both source and relay are using the same power, i.e., $P_S = P_R$ and also the same rate, Fig. 13 show that the ideal FDBM scheme in general outperforms the other strategies, with an exception to the IRST scheme which outperforms FDBM in the low SNR region and with a high rate (Fig. 13-b)). However, recall that in practice it is still not possible to achieve the performance of ideal FDBM, due to the presence of the self-interference. By its turn, the practical FDBM scheme (with self-interference) is considerably outperformed by both HD relaying schemes for
Throughput (bits/s/Hz) as a function of $\gamma_{SD}$ for a) $R = 2$ bits/s/Hz and b) $R = 8$ bits/s/Hz.

Figure 11: Throughput (bits/s/Hz) as a function of $\gamma_{SD}$ for a) $R = 2$ bits/s/Hz and b) $R = 8$ bits/s/Hz.

a high rate in the whole SNR range (Fig. 13-b)), while in the case of a low attempted rate (Fig. 13-a)) it performs better than the HD schemes. Therefore, for high attempted rates it may be considerably more efficient to use HD incremental relaying than FD relaying.

In Fig. 14-a) we analyze the trade-off between throughput and power consumption as a function of $R$ when $\gamma_{SD} = 0$ dB. From the figure we can conclude that for such a low SNR value the FDBM scheme considerably outperforms HD relaying in case of attempted rates up to 4 bits/s/Hz, even in the presence of an strong self-interference signal. On the other hand,
at higher attempted information rates the IRST scheme becomes advantageous when compared to the FDBM strategy, once the HD schemes has much lower outage probabilities at such high information rates. By its turn, when $\gamma_{SD} = 15$ dB (Fig. 14-b)), the conclusions are significantly different as shown in Fig.14. At this higher SNR value, the direct transmission presents itself as a better option for attempted rates up to 4 bits/s/Hz, as retransmissions are rarely required. In case of higher attempted information rates the HD schemes considerably outperform FDBM

Figure 12: Throughput (bits/s/Hz) as a function of the target transmission rate $R$, for HD and FD schemes when $a)$ $\gamma_{SD} = 0$ dB and $b)$ $\gamma_{SD} = 15$ dB.
and the direct transmission. Our analysis shows that FD relaying is feasible and it is a good approach at low SNR and/or low information rate regions. By its turn, HD schemes become a more interesting strategy at high-SNR and high information rate regions.
3.7.2 JOINT ALLOCATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Fig. 15 shows the throughput with PA and RA as a function of the SNR. From the figure we can see that the ideal FDBM relaying outperforms IRST. Nevertheless, when we consider the self-interference, the performance of IRST becomes very competitive, specially from the mid to high SNR region. Note that at high spectral efficiency or $\Omega_{RR} \neq 0$ dB the outage probability of the FDMH scheme is close to one. Therefore, the performance of FDMH

![Normalized Throughput (bits/s/Hz)](image)

Figure 14: Normalized Throughput (bits/s/Hz) versus $R$ for: a) $\gamma_{SD} = 0$ dB and b) $\gamma_{SD} = 15$ dB.
even with PA and RA is worse than the direct transmission.

In Fig. 16 we present the power allocated to the source as a function of the SNR. We can notice that most of the available power is allocated to the source ($P^*_S$) in the IRST and FDBM schemes, consequently less power is allocated to the relay. However, in the FD-MH scheme $P^*_S$ decreases and more power is allocated to the relay. We recall that the performance of FDMH is also limited by the source-destination link which is seen as interference at the destination. Thus, reducing the transmit power at the source lowers the interference level at the destination. Moreover, in terms of RA, as shown in Fig. 17, HD and FD schemes perform alike, except for the FDMH scheme which employs a less aggressive RA strategy, due to the reasons discussed before.

![Figure 15: Throughput as function of $\gamma_{SD}$ accounting for joint power and rate allocation. Notice that there is a trade-off between FD ($\delta = -8$ dB) and HD schemes because of the residual self-interference.](image-url)
Further, in Fig. 18 we evaluate the jointly impact of PA, RA and energy efficiency. Therefore, we can conclude that conversely to the discussion presented at the end of Section 3.5, if PA and RA are employed then FD relaying (even in the presence of strong self-interference) becomes more attractive from low- to high-SNR. Additionally, it is hard to notice from the figure but the direct transmission is the most energy efficient scheme in the very high SNR region. That is reasonable since in the very high SNR region the cooperation from the relay is unnecessary, only increasing the energy consumption, since the source-destination link is very strong.
3.8 FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

We analytically evaluated the performance of some cooperative FD and HD schemes in terms of the outage probability, throughput and energy efficiency. In the FD scheme we took into account the self-interference caused by the relay transmitted signal into the relay received signal.

Surprisingly, our results show that incremental cooperative HD schemes can outperform practical (with self-interference) cooperative FD relaying. The reason for that is twofold: i) the presence of the self-interference causes a floor in the outage probability of FDBM

![Graph showing optimal rate allocation at the source as a function of $\gamma_{SD}$](image)

**Figure 17:** Optimal rate allocation at the source as a function of $\gamma_{SD}$. We assume a total power budget of $P = 2$ for all schemes, and that under cooperation $P_S + P_R = P$. Notice that rate range is limited by a maximum transmission rate of 10 bits/s/Hz.
relaying, which reduces the maximum achievable throughput; ii) as we consider incremental protocols for HD relaying, HD cooperation is able to achieve the same maximum throughput as ideal FD relaying (without self-interference). For instance, in the case of a high SNR or of a high attempted information rate, incremental cooperative HD relaying can achieve a better trade-off between throughput and energy consumption. Thus, we observe that there is a trade-off between FD and HD relaying depending SNR region and transmission rate that the network operates. For instance, in a scenario with high SNR and high rate requirement HD solutions are more suitable, except for very low values of residual self-interference. Thus, an hybrid solution where the relay operates under FD or HD mode would be a valuable solution. The switch point would be determined by the network parameters such as, for instance, transmission rate, SNR or a given outage threshold.

![Figure 18: Normalized throughput (bits/s/Hz/J) as a function of as a function of $\gamma_{SD}$ when power and rate allocation are carried out.](image)
4 PERFORMANCE OF FULL-DUPEX BLOCK-MARKOV RELAYING WITH SELF INTERFERENCE IN NAKAGAMI-$M$ FADING

4.1 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Cooperative systems operate either in HD or FD mode (KRAMER et al., 2005). In the former, the relay transmits and receives the signal in orthogonal channels, whereas in FD mode the transmission and reception are performed at the same time and at the same frequency band. Owing to this fact, HD relays require the use of additional system resources, and FD relays arise as a viable option to alleviate this problem. However, although ideal FD relaying can achieve higher capacity than HD relaying (KRAMER et al., 2005), its use introduces self interference that is inherent to the practical FD approach – as discussed in Section 2.2. Nevertheless, the works (RIIHONEN et al., 2009b; KWON et al., 2010; ALVES et al., 2012) showed that FD relays can still achieve good performance, even in the presence of high interference levels.

In this chapter, we investigate the performance under Nakagami-$m$ fading of the best known FD relaying protocol, the FDBM protocol (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008a). It is noteworthy that FDBM relaying is the best performance achieving relaying scheme based on the DF protocol (KRAMER et al., 2005). Notice that the FDBM is envisaged to operate as a combination of block Markov encoding at source and relay, associated with coding for cooperative multiple access channel and superposition coding (COVER; THOMAS, 2006; COVER; GAMAL, 1979). The achievability of the FDBM is proved in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979). In addition, an extension to quasi-static fading channels was presented in (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008a). As mentioned in Section 2.2 we assume here regular encoding and backward decoding, opposed to irregular encoding and superposition decoding given that both strategies perform alike (KRAMER et al., 2005).

We assume a practical FD relaying scenario, where the relay suffers from residual self-interference as discussed earlier. Moreover, differently from Chapter 3, herein we extend the our model and we consider arbitrary Nakagami-$m$ fading channels in all the links. So that we can emulate different configurations of (non-)LoS.

Moreover, the main contributions of this chapter can be briefly summarized as:
• We provide closed-form approximate expressions for the outage probability and throughput. Our derivations rely on efficient approximations proposed in the literature for the sum of Gamma RVs (J. C. S. Santos Filho and M. D. Yacoub, 2004; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, M. D. Yacoub, and J. Ge, 2012; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, and J. Ge, 2011).

• Additionally, we introduce a new accurate approximation for the product of two Nakagami-\textit{m} RVs. Such methodology alleviates considerably the complexity inherent to the exact formulations. Moreover, the accuracy of the proposed approximations is verified by Monte Carlo simulations.

Next, we introduce the system model and assumptions employed herein. Then, we introduce a new statistical method to evaluate the product of two Nakagami-\textit{m} RVs and its play in the outage probability formulation of the FDBM protocol. In what follows, we introduce some numerical results and discussions.

4.2 PROBLEM SETTING AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

Consider a dual-hop cooperative system composed by source, one relay, and one destination, such that the source communicates with the destination via a direct link and also through the help of the relay, as shown in Fig. 3b. Moreover, the relay operates in the FD mode so that the transmission and reception occur simultaneously. This causes self interference, which is the residual self-interference after the application of some interference cancellation technique, as discussed in Section 2.2 – for further details on residual self-interference refer to (KWON et al., 2010; RIIHONEN et al., 2011b, 2011a; DUARTE et al., 2012; HONG et al., 2014).

In addition, all channels are quasi-static, independent and non-necessarily identically Nakagami-\textit{m} distributed, thus Nakagami($m_{ij}, \Omega_{ij}$), with PDF given as (SIMON; ALOUINI, 2005)

\[
    f_H(h) = \frac{2^m m^m h^{2m-1}}{\Omega^m \Gamma(m)} \exp \left( -\frac{m h^2}{\Omega} \right)
\]

where $m \triangleq m_{ij} \geq \frac{1}{2}$ being the Nakagami-\textit{m} fading parameter pertaining to the link between $i \in \{S, R\}$ and $j \in \{R, D\}$, $h_{ij}$ denotes the Nakagami-\textit{m} channel coefficient and $\Omega \triangleq \Omega_{ij} \triangleq \mathbb{E}[|h_{ij}|^2] \triangleq d_{ij}^{-\nu}$ represents the corresponding average fading power. Notice that $\Omega_{RR} \triangleq \mathbb{E}[|h_{RR}|^2] \triangleq \delta$, where $\delta$ represents residual self-interference cancellation coefficient, which encompass active and passive cancellation techniques (DUARTE et al., 2012; HONG et al.,
2014) – please refer to (SAHAI et al., 2013; LI; MURCH, 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a) for further details on self-interference cancellation techniques. We assume perfect CSI at the receivers and the noise terms are complex additive white Gaussian RVs with $N_0 \triangleq \sigma_w^2 = 1$, where $N_0$ is the one-sided noise power spectral density.

Since the channel follows Nakagami-$m$ distribution the squared envelope follows Gamma distribution (SIMON; ALOUINI, 2005); therefore, the PDF of SNR – notice that $\Gamma$ is a RV representing the SNR, which is distributed as $\Gamma \sim \text{Gamma}(m, \bar{\gamma})$ – is given as (SIMON; ALOUINI, 2005)

$$f_{\Gamma}(\gamma) = \frac{m^m \gamma^{m-1}}{\bar{\gamma}^m \Gamma(m)} \exp \left( -\frac{m \gamma}{\bar{\gamma}} \right),$$

(121)

where $\bar{\gamma} \triangleq \bar{\gamma}_{ij} \triangleq P_i \Omega_{ij} m_{ij}$ and notice that $\bar{\gamma}_{RR} \triangleq P_R \Omega_{RR} m_{RR}$.

4.2.1 Full-Duplex Block Markov (FDBM) UNDER GENERAL FADING

Herein, we focus on the analysis of the FDBM cooperative scheme (KRAMER et al., 2005), which can be seen as the composite of a BC and a MAC. In the broadcast phase, the message is transmitted from the source to both relay and destination. The MAC stage is composed by the signals coming from source and relay to the destination. Therefore, differently from HD relaying schemes, the presence of self interference in FD relaying implies that the transmission from the relay interferes in its own reception.

Based on (KRAMER et al., 2005; COVER; GAMAL, 1979), the mutual information, denoted as achievable rate in Section 2.2, at the source-relay link can be written as

$$I_{SR} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \left( 1 - \rho^2 \right) \frac{|h_{SR}|^2 P_S}{|h_{RR}|^2 P_R + 1} \right),$$

(123)

while the mutual information from the MAC is given by

$$I_{MAC} = \log_2 \left( 1 + P_S |h_{SD}|^2 + P_R |h_{RD}|^2 + 2 \sqrt{P_S P_R} \Re (\rho h_{SD} \bar{h}_{RD}) \right),$$

(125)

where $\rho$ is the correlation coefficient between $x$ and $\tilde{x}$ (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008a). Thus, the overall mutual information of FDBM is (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005; ZHU et al., 2008a)

$$I_{FDBM} = \min \{ I_{SR}, I_{MAC} \}. \quad (127)$$

1Notice that in Chapter 2 the mutual information of source-relay link is defined as (8). We opt to redefine the expressions in order to improve readability.
4.3 OUTAGE PROBABILITY AND THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

Next we address the overall outage probability of the FDBM protocol, namely $P_{\text{FDBM}}$, which is given by the following theorem.

**Theorem 4.1.** (Outage probability of the FDBM) Let all RVs be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), then the outage probability of the FDBM protocol is

$$P_{\text{FDBM}} = P_{\text{SR}} + P_{\text{MAC}} - P_{\text{SR}}P_{\text{MAC}},$$

(129)

where $P_{\text{SR}} = \Pr[I_{\text{SR}} < R]$ and $P_{\text{MAC}} = \Pr[I_{\text{MAC}} < R]$.

**Proof.** Proof is straightforward since we rely on standard statistics and on the independence of all RV, which gives us (PAPOUILIS; PILLAI, 2001)

$$P_{\text{FDBM}} = \Pr[\min \{I_{\text{SR}}, I_{\text{MAC}}\} < R]$$

(132)

$$= 1 - (1 - P_{\text{SR}})(1 - P_{\text{MAC}}),$$

(133)

and that concludes the proof. □

4.3.1 OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF THE BC PHASE

Next, in order to determine (129), firstly we assess $P_{\text{SR}}$ which is expressed through the following theorem.

**Lemma 4.1.** (Outage probability of the source-relay link) Let all RVs be independent and the transmission rate be $R$, then the outage probability of the FDBM protocol is

$$P_{\text{SR}} = 1 - \sum_{k=0}^{m_{\text{SR}}-1} \frac{\vartheta_{\text{RR}}^{m_{\text{SR}}} \vartheta_{\text{SR}}^k e^{-\vartheta_{\text{SR}}}}{\Gamma(k+1)} U(m_{\text{RR}}, k + m_{\text{RR}} + 1, \vartheta_{\text{RR}} + \vartheta_{\text{SR}}),$$

(135)

where the fading figure $m_{\text{SR}} \in \mathbb{Z}^*$, while $m_{\text{RR}} > 0.5$. Additionally, $\vartheta_{\text{RR}} = \frac{m_{\text{RR}}}{p_{\text{RR}}}$, $\vartheta_{\text{SR}} = \frac{(2^p-1)m_{\text{SR}}}{(1-p^*)p_{\text{SR}}}$, and $U(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot)$ denotes the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Eq. 13.2.5).
Proof. In order to solve the outage probability of the source-relay link we proceed as follows

\[ P_{SR} = \Pr[I_{SR} < \mathcal{R}] \]  

\[ = \Pr\left[ \frac{|h_{SR}|^2 P_S k_{SR}}{|h_{RR}|^2 P_R + 1} < 2^{\mathcal{R}} - 1 \right] \]  

\[ = \Pr\left[ \frac{X}{Y + 1} < 2^{\mathcal{R}} - 1 \right] \]  

\[ = \Pr\left[ Z < 2^{\mathcal{R}} - 1 \right] \]  

where the auxiliary RVs \( X \sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_x, \beta_x) \) and \( Y \sim \text{Gamma}(\alpha_y, \beta_y) \) represent the SNR of the source-relay and self-interference links, respectively, (SIMON; ALOUINI, 2005). Notice that for easy of notation \( \alpha_x = m_{SR} \) and \( \beta_x = (1 - \rho^2) P_S d_{SR} \frac{\Omega_{SR}}{m_{SR}} - \nu_{SR} \Omega_{SR} m_{SR} \), while \( \alpha_y = m_{RR} \) and \( \beta_y = P_R \delta \frac{\Omega_{RR}}{m_{RR}} \).

Then, applying the concepts of probability theory (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001), the PDF of \( Z \) can be expressed as

\[ f_Z(z) = \int_0^\infty (t + 1) f_X(z(t + 1)) f_W(t + 1) dt, \]  

where \( W = Y + 1 \), whose PDF can be attained from the PDF of \( Y \) by making a transformation of RVs. Thus, by substituting appropriately the PDFs of \( X \) and \( W \) in (145), it follows that

\[ f_Z(z) = \frac{z^{\alpha_x - 1} e^{-\frac{z}{\beta_x}}}{\Gamma(\alpha_x) \beta_x^{\alpha_x} e^{\frac{z}{\beta_x}}} U \left( \alpha_y, \alpha_x + \alpha_y + 1, \frac{z}{\beta_x} + \frac{1}{\beta_y} \right). \]  

From (147), the CDF of \( Z \) can be attained as

\[ F_Z(\varepsilon) = 1 - \int_0^\infty \left( \frac{\beta_y}{\beta_x} \right)^{-\alpha_y} \frac{\alpha_x - 1}{\Gamma(\alpha_x) \Gamma(\alpha_y)} \exp \left( \frac{-t}{\beta_x} \right) \Gamma \left( \alpha_x, \frac{(t + 1)\varepsilon}{\beta_x} \right) dt, \]  

\[ = 1 - I_1 \]  

Now, in order to attain \( I_1 \) in (151), we resort to (GRADSHTEYN; RYZHIK, 2007, Eq. 8.352-7)

\[ \Gamma(n, x) = (n - 1)! \exp(-x) \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \frac{x^k}{k!}, \]  

which, after solving the required integral and after some algebraic manipulations, yields

\[ I_1 = \sum_{k=0}^{\alpha_x - 1} \frac{1}{k!} \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{\beta_x} \right)^k \beta_y^{\alpha_y} \exp \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{\beta_y} \right) U \left( \alpha_y, k + \alpha_y + 1, \frac{1}{\beta_y} + \frac{\varepsilon}{\beta_x} \right). \]  

Finally, by putting \( \varepsilon = 2^{\mathcal{R}} - 1 \) in (154), and plugging this latter into (150), (135) is...
obtained, which concludes the proof.

**Remark 4.1.** It is noteworthy that the distribution of the ratio between two Gamma RVs is a known result as discussed in (SPRINGER; THOMPSON, 1970; WITHERS; NADARAJAH, 2013). However, the distribution of the RV $Z$ turns out to be a more intricate problem than what is presented in (SPRINGER; THOMPSON, 1970; WITHERS; NADARAJAH, 2013), since it involves the ratio between a Gamma RV and a Generalized Gamma RV $W \sim \text{GGamma}(\alpha_w, \beta_w, 1, 1)$ (STACY, 1962; Crooks, 2010). Thus, Lemma 4.1 provides a simple and easy to evaluate CDF to the ratio $Z$, since the CDF involves a summation of well known functions.

**Remark 4.2.** In (135), note that even though $m_{SR}$ is restricted to be a positive integer, it is possible to evaluate a great number of fading scenarios. Notice that the fading figure of the self-interference $m_{RR} > 0.5$ has no restrictions. Moreover, the formulation in (135) includes the results of (ALVES et al., 2012) as a special case.

### 4.3.2 OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF THE MAC PHASE

In order to evaluate the outage probability of the MAC phase of the FD protocol, we first need to assess the PDF and CDF of the equivalent SNR in (125). However, this turns out to be a cumbersome task due to the presence of sums of products in (125). Thus, we tackle this issue through the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.2.** Assuming that all channel gains are Nakagami-$m$ distributed we define the mutual information of the MAC phase of the FDBM protocol as

$$I_{\text{MAC}} = \log_2 \left( 1 + P_S |h_{SD}|^2 + P_R |h_{RD}|^2 + 2 \sqrt{P_S P_R \rho h_{SD} h_{RD}} \right),$$

$$= \log_2 (1 + \Phi).$$

**Proof.** Proof comes straightforward from the properties of the Nakagami-$m$ distribution, since all RVs are Nakagami-$m$ distributed and only assume positive real values, we rewrite (125) as in (158).

Thus, in order to evaluate $P_{\text{MAC}}$, we need to find the PDF and CDF of $\Phi$, which is indeed a quite complex task due to the sum and product of RVs presented in $\Phi$. To circumvent this issue, herein we propose a highly accurate approximate framework that leads to simple closed-form expressions.
Theorem 4.2. The product of two Nakagami-m RVs is approximated by a single Gamma RV (i.e., $\Lambda \sim \Gamma(\xi, \rho)$), whose parameters are expressed as

$$\xi = \left( \frac{\Gamma(m_{SD}) \Gamma(m_{SD} + 1) \Gamma(m_{RD}) \Gamma(m_{RD} + 1) \Gamma(m_{SD} + \frac{1}{2}) \Gamma(m_{RD} + \frac{1}{2})}{\Gamma(m_{SD} + 1)^2 \Gamma(m_{RD} + 1)^2} - 1 \right)^{-1}$$

(160)

$$\rho = \sqrt{\frac{\Omega_{SD} \Omega_{RD}}{m_{SD} m_{RD}}} \frac{\Gamma(m_{SD} + \frac{1}{2}) \Gamma(m_{RD} + \frac{1}{2})}{\Gamma(m_{SD}) \Gamma(m_{RD})} \frac{1}{\xi},$$

(162)

where $\Gamma(\cdot)$ indicates the Gamma function (GRADSHTEYN; RYZHIK, 2007, Eq. 8.310-1).

Proof. Firstly, relying on the idea presented in (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007), we propose to approximate the product of two Nakagami-m RVs (i.e., $\Upsilon = h_{SD} h_{RD}$) by a single Gamma RV (i.e., $\Lambda \sim \Gamma(\xi, \rho)$), whose parameters $\xi$ and $\rho$ can be estimated according to the method of the moments (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001). Therefore, by matching $E[\Upsilon]$ with $E[\Lambda]$ and $E[\Upsilon^2]$ with $E[\Lambda^2]$ (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001), and after some algebraic manipulations, $\xi$ and $\rho$ are written as a function of the parameters of the Nakagami-m RVs $h_{SD}$ and $h_{RD}$. Bearing this in mind, let us define the first and second moments of $\Lambda$ as $E[\Lambda] = \xi \rho$ and $E[\Lambda^2] = \xi (1 + \xi) \rho^2$ (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001). From (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007, Eq. 9), the $n$-th moment of $\Upsilon = h_{SD} h_{RD}$ can be determined as

$$E[\Upsilon^n] = \frac{\Gamma(m_{SD} + \frac{n}{2}) \Gamma(m_{RD} + \frac{n}{2})}{\Gamma(m_{SD}) \Gamma(m_{RD})} \left( \frac{\Omega_{SD}}{m_{SD}} \right)^{\frac{n}{2}} \left( \frac{\Omega_{RD}}{m_{RD}} \right)^{\frac{n}{2}}.$$  

(164)

Remark 4.3. It is noteworthy that, in (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007), an exact formulation for the PDF of the product of Nakagami-m RVs was derived. Herein, differently from (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007) but still making use of its formulation, we propose to approximate the product of two Nakagami-m RVs by a single Gamma RV. Then, we can easily write the sum in (157) as the sum of Gamma RVs, which leads to simple closed-form expressions.

By considering distinct values of $m_{ij}$ and $\Omega_{ij}$, Fig.19 shows the proposed approximation for the product of two Nakagami-m RVs. Interestingly, in addition to be new, our proposed approximation will show to be very precise, as we shall see later in this section, agreeing very well with the actual PDF of the product of two Nakagami-m RVs, which was derived in (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007, Eq. 6), and with Monte Carlo simulations. Note that the approximation of the product of two Nakagami-m RVs applies for independent and not necessarily identically distributed RVs.
In what follows, we compare our proposed approximation to the approximation introduced in (CHEN et al., 2012). As we can see from Fig. 20, our proposed approximation (colored lines) is tight compared to (CHEN et al., 2012) (black, solid lines) and to the closed-form expression from (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007, Eq. 6) (colored markers). The histogram is also included for comparison, and is generated using 800,000 samples for each set of $m_{ij}$ and $\Omega_{ij}$. Moreover, notice that both approximations overlap for the Rayleigh case $m_{ij} = 1$. Additionally, the proposed approximation is tight with the increase of the fading figure $m_{ij}$ and scale parameter $\Omega_{ij}$.  

Figure 19: Approximation of the product of Nakagami-m RV to a single Gamma RV for different parameters.
Remark 4.4. Notice that (CHEN et al., 2012) can also be used to approximate the product of independent Gamma and Gaussian RVs. Herein, our comparison focused on the product of independent Nakagami-\( m \) RVs. Additionally, (CHEN et al., 2012) the authors address the case where all RVs have the same fading figure, thus \( m_{ij} = m > 0.5 \), with distinct shape parameter \( \Omega_{ij} \). Differently from (CHEN et al., 2012), our proposed approximation relax this constraint on the fading figure, thus \( m_{ij} > 0.5 \).

4.3.2.1 KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCE

We have evaluated the proposed approximation through the Kullback-Leibler divergence, which measures the information lost when a probability distribution \( P \) is approximate by another distribution \( Q \) (COVER; THOMAS, 2006). The Kullback-Leibler
Divergence is defined as (Cover; Thomas, 2006):

\[
D_{KL}(P||Q) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \ln \left( \frac{p_X(x)}{q_X(x)} \right) p_X(x) \, dx.
\] (166)

Note that the lower is the value of \(D_{KL}(P||Q)\), the better is the approximation. Now, let us define (Karagiannidis et al., 2007, Eq. (6))

\[
p_X(x) = \frac{4x^{m_{SR}+m_{RD}-1}}{\Gamma(m_{SR}) \Gamma(m_{RD})} \left( \frac{\Omega_{SR} \Omega_{RD}}{m_{SR} m_{RD}} \right)^{-\frac{m_{SR}+m_{RD}}{2}} K_v \left( 2x \sqrt{\frac{m_{SR} m_{RD}}{\Omega_{SR} \Omega_{RD}}} \right)
\] (167)
as the PDF of the product of two Nakagami-\(m\) RVs, where \(v = m_{SR} - m_{RD}\) and \(K_v(\cdot)\) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind (Gradshteyn; Ryzhik, 2007, Eq. 8.432-6)\(^2\). Then the PDF of our proposed approximation, represented in (166) by \(q_X(x)\), follows \(\Lambda \sim \text{Gamma}(\xi, \rho)\).

Now, with the exact and approximated PDFs the Kullback-Leibler divergence can be evaluated for different values of \(P_S, m_{SR}, m_{RD}, \Omega_{SR}\) and \(\Omega_{RD}\), as shown in Fig. 21. In Fig. 21 we assume \(\gamma = \gamma_{SD} = \gamma_{RD}\) represents the average SNR and \(N_0 = 1\). Moreover, note that the amount of information lost by the approximation is almost negligible and does not vary with the SNR of the source-destination and relay-destination links.

We recall that \(D_{KL}(P||Q) = 0\) if and only if \(P = Q\) (Billingsley, 1995; Cover; Thomas, 2006), which means that the smaller the value of \(D_{KL}(P||Q)\) the better is the proposed approximation. In that sense, notice that for all cases under analysis the Kullback-Leibler divergence is at most in the order of \(10^{-3}\), which indicates that the approximation is accurate. This can be also observed in Fig. 19, note that the proposed approximation and the actual PDF and simulations agree well.

Next, Table 3 shows the Kullback-Leibler divergence between (Karagiannidis et al., 2007, Eq. 6) \(i\) the approximation in (Chen et al., 2012); and \(ii\) the proposed approximation. We assume \(\Omega_{SD} = \Omega_{RD} = 0\) dB, while \(m_{ij} \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10\}\), with \(i \in \{S, R\}\) and \(j \in \{D\}\). Notice that the approximation proposed in (Chen et al., 2012) presents a better fit for the Rayleigh case when compared our proposed approximation; however, as the fading figure increases (larger values of \(m_{ij}\)) our proposed approximation has a better fit since \(D_{KL}(P||Q)\) tends to zero.

\(^2\)Notice that \(v\) in (167) refers to the order of the modified Bessel function rather than the path loss exponent.
Table 3: Kullback-Leibler divergence: comparison between closed-form expression (KARAGIANNIDIS et al., 2007, Eq. 6) with i) approximation (CHEN et al., 2012) and ii) proposed approximation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m_{ij}$</th>
<th>i) Approximation (CHEN et al., 2012)</th>
<th>ii) Proposed Approximation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.625 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.298 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$5.932 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$8.600 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.849 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.071 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$3.527 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.378 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$5.415 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$7.374 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.592 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$1.987 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 21: Kullback-Leibler divergence versus the average SNR, where $\gamma = \gamma_{SD} = \gamma_{RD}$. Notice that the proposed approximation is accurate for a large number of combinations of $m$-parameters.

4.3.3 SUM OF GAMMA RANDOM VARIABLES

Once the parameters of $\Lambda$ are properly determined, $\Phi$ becomes the sum of three different Gamma RVs.
Lemma 4.3. The PDF of $\Phi$ is approximated by the PDF of a single Gamma RV such that $\Phi \sim \text{Gamma}(m, \Omega/m)$ (J. C. S. Santos Filho and M. D. Yacoub, 2004; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, M. D. Yacoub, and J. Ge, 2012; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, and J. Ge, 2011), whose parameters are

$$
\Omega = P_S \Omega_{SD} + P_R \Omega_{RD} + 2 \sqrt{P_S P_R \rho \xi \rho},
$$

$$
m = \left( \frac{(P_S \Omega_{SD})^2 m_{RD} + (P_R \Omega_{RD})^2 m_{SD} + 4 P_S P_R \rho^2 m_{SD} m_{RD} \xi \rho^2}{m_{SD} m_{RD} \Omega^2} \right)^{-1}.
$$

Proof. Please refer to (J. C. S. Santos Filho and M. D. Yacoub, 2004; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, M. D. Yacoub, and J. Ge, 2012; D. B. da Costa, H. Ding, and J. Ge, 2011) for detailed approximation on the sum of Gamma RVs.

Finally, an accurate, easy-to-compute approximate expression for $P_{MAC}$ is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Assuming a transmission rate of $R$, the outage probability of the MAC phase of the FDBM protocol is

$$
P_{MAC} \approx 1 - \frac{\Gamma \left( m, \frac{m(2^x-1)}{\Omega} \right)}{\Gamma(m)},
$$

where $\Gamma(\cdot, \cdot)$ indicates incomplete Gamma function (GRADSHTEYN; RYZHIK, 2007, Eq. 8.350-2).

Proof. From Theorem 4.2 we have that the product of two Nakagami-$m$ RVs can be approximated by a single Gamma RV. Then, we resort to Lemma 4.3 for the sum of Gamma RVs, and therefore we can express $\Phi$ as a single Gamma RV according to $\Phi \sim \text{Gamma}(m, \Omega/m)$, whose CDF is given as in (173).

Assuming a transmission rate of $R$, the average rate of all successful transmissions, gives us the average information rate, spectral efficiency, seen at the destination is

$$
\mathcal{I} = R \left( 1 - P_{FDBM} \right)
$$

$$
= R \left( 1 - P_{SR} \right) (1 - P_{MAC}).
$$

Remark 4.5. Differently from (ALVES et al., 2012), where the analysis was based on $\rho = 0$, and from (ZHU et al., 2008b), where self interference was not taken into account, our methodology
offers a more general framework that captures the effects of $\rho$, different power allocations and allows us to emulate different configurations of (non-) LoS scenarios.

4.4 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this Section, representative numerical examples are presented for the outage probability and throughput of the considered FDBM encoding cooperative scheme. Unless otherwise stated, we assume $N_0 = 1$, $d_{ij} = 1$, $\nu = 4$, $\rho = 0.2$, and $R = 2$ bits/s/Hz. Monte Carlo simulations are also presented to validate the analytical derivations. We have used at least $10^6$ repetitions in order to generate the simulations points.

![Outage probability of the source-relay link as a function of the average SNR $\gamma$ for different fading setups.](image)

Figure 22: Outage probability of the source-relay link as a function of the average SNR $\gamma$ for different fading setups.
Based on (135), Fig. 22 shows the outage probability of the source-relay link for different values of $m_{SR}$, $m_{RR}$, and $\Omega_{RR}$. For the plots, we consider $m_{SR} \in \{1, 2\}$, $\Omega_{SR} = 2$, $m_{RR} \in \{1, 2\}$, $\Omega_{RR} = 1$ and $\delta \in \{10^{-1}, 10^{-2}, 10^{-4}\}$. Note that the system performance improves when:

a) the fading severity of the source-relay link decreases (i.e., when $m_{SR}$ increases);

b) the antenna isolation at the relay (which is inversely proportional to $\delta$) increases.

It is worth noting that the better is the antenna isolation component, the lower is the impact of the parameter $m_{RR}$. This occurs mainly due to the residual self interference, which is dominated by the scattering component of the channel, once the LoS component was assumed
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\caption{Overall outage probability as a function of correlation coefficient $\rho$ for distinct fading configurations.}
\end{figure}
to be considerably reduced by antenna isolation (as considered in (KWON et al., 2010) and demonstrated in (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010)).

Fig. 23 shows the overall outage probability as a function of $\rho$ by setting $P_S = P_R = 20$ dB, $m_{ij} \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, and $\Omega_{ij} = 2$, except for $\Omega_{RR} = 1$ and $\delta = 10^{-4}$. Again, Monte Carlo simulations are presented to corroborate our analysis. Notice that all channels are subject to Rayleigh fading when $m_{ij} = 1$, which encompass the results presented in (ALVES et al., 2012). As expected, note that if the messages $x$ and $\tilde{x}$ are fully correlated, the system is in outage. Also, the outage performance varies with $\rho$ and there exists a range in which the outage can be minimized. Interestingly, it can be seen that the parameters $m_{RR}$, $m_{SD}$, and $m_{RD}$ have low impact on the system performance. However, a large $m_{SR}$ can considerably reduce the outage

![Outage Probability vs. Average SNR](image)

**Figure 24:** Overall outage probability as a function the average SNR $\gamma$ for distinct fading parameters.
probability, since the relay decodes with high probability the source’s message and consequently increases reliability, which lowers the outage probability.

Fig. 24 depicts the overall outage probability as a function of $\gamma$. In the plots, we set $P_S = P_R$, $m_{ij} = 1$ except for $m_{SR}$, which assume the values indicated in the plot. Note that the poorer the antenna separation is, the worse is the FDBM performance compared to the ideal case ($\delta = 0$). Note also that the performance considerably improves at high SNR region when the fading severities ($m$ parameter) of the source-relay, source-destination and relay-destination channels decrease.

Fig. 25 shows the throughput as a function of $\gamma$. Again, we set $P_S = P_R$, $m_{SR} = 2$ and $m_{RR} = 1$. In order to avoid entanglement among the curves, simulation results have been

![Figure 25: Throughput as a function of the average SNR $\gamma$ for distinct fading parameters.](image-url)
omitted but indeed they match very well with the analytical curves. Interestingly, it can be seen that, at low SNR, a random channel variation is preferred. This is because of higher values for the fading parameters imply that the links become increasingly deterministic and, consequently, the encoding becomes a hard task at low SNR. In this case, fading is beneficial for the system throughput. On the other hand, from medium to high SNR regions, fading becomes harmful. Thus, increasing the deterministic nature of the channels (i.e., increasing the values of the fading parameters) yields a higher system throughput.

4.5 FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we investigate the performance of a FDBM relaying scheme with self interference at the relay under independent non-identically distributed Nakagami-$m$ fading. Then, relying on efficient approximations for the sum of Gamma RVs, and based on a new, accurate approximation for the product of two Nakagami-$m$ RVs, we attain tight closed-form approximate expressions for the outage probability of the second phase of the FD cooperative protocol, namely (173). The outage probability of the broadcast phase is attained in closed-form as shown in (135) and is valid for integer $m$ parameters. With those expressions we can then derive tight closed-form approximate expressions for the overall outage probability and throughput, which are analyzed through representative numerical results, that also show the accuracy of the proposed approximations.

Moreover, the finding in this chapter allows us to better understand effects of the residual self-interference on a FD relaying setup, since distinct (non-) LoS configurations can be emulated, which can be directly related to the quality of the antenna isolation and self-interference cancellation employed at the FD relay. Additionally, our results show that the deployment of the relay considerably affects performance, for instance, if the relay is positioned with some LoS to the source or destination large gains can be achieved mid-high SNR region. Therefore, this results can be used on the design and deployment cooperative networks to boost performance in order to attend the demands of high QoS of the upcoming wireless systems (LI et al., 2012; WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014), especially the cases of cell-range extension.
5 ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SECURE FULL-DUPLEX RELAYING NETWORKS UNDER COMPOSITE FADEING CHANNELS

5.1 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Chapter 3 and 4 provide us a comprehensive analysis of FD relying schemes, where we covered a wide range of scenarios and applications. Herein and differently from the previous chapters, we add one more constraint to our analysis by focusing on the aspect of security at wireless networks.

Wireless communication systems are naturally vulnerable to the attack of eavesdroppers due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. Therefore, security issues play an important role in the system design (POOR, 2012; BASSILY et al., 2013; SHIU et al., 2011; MATHUR et al., 2010; SHU et al., 2013; MUKHERJEE et al., 2014). Traditionally, security methods rely on cryptographic techniques employed at the upper layers of the network (E. D. Silva, A. L. D. Santos, L. C. P. Albini, and M. Lima, 2008). However, wireless networks are steadily growing and becoming decentralized, which in practice poses challenges to key distribution and maintenance (SHIU et al., 2011). Owing to this fact, PHY security has reappeared as a way to increase security with reduced complexity, increasing the difficulty for attackers to decipher private information (POOR, 2012; BASSILY et al., 2013; SHIU et al., 2011; MATHUR et al., 2010; SHU et al., 2013). The key idea behind this strategy is to exploit the spatial-temporal characteristics of the wireless channel to ensure secure data transmission.

In this context lies the analysis introduced herein. Even though the comprehensive analysis of FD introduced on the previous chapters, it is not possible to infer what would be the performance of FD relaying under secrecy constraints. Therefore, herein we extend our FD scenario in order to account for the presence of an malicious eavesdropper and, additionally, we assume an even more general fading setting, as we shall discuss next. Hence, we investigate the performance benchmark of secure FD relaying systems, which serves as a guideline to the design of the next generation of wireless networks.

In what follows, we provide an overview of PHY security and cooperative security, and then we introduce three scenarios and the new metrics used in each case.
5.1.1 BRIEF OVERVIEW ON PHY SECURITY

A pioneering work on PHY security is that of Wyner, in (WYNER, 1975), where it is proved that there are codes for the wire-tap channel that guarantee both low error probabilities and a certain degree of confidentiality. The wire-tap channel is composed by two legitimate users, commonly known as Alice and Bob, communicating in the presence of an eavesdropper, which is commonly known as Eve. Alice and Bob communicate through the main channel while Eve observes, through the eavesdropper channel, a degraded version of the message seen by Bob. Later, in (LEUNG-YAN-CHEONG; HELLMAN, 1978), the secrecy capacity of a Gaussian wire-tap channel is defined as the difference between the capacity of the main channel and that of the eavesdropper channel. Recently, those results are extended to wireless scenarios (BLOCH et al., 2008; PRABHU; RODRIGUES, 2011). For instance, in (BLOCH et al., 2008) PHY security for a quasi-static Rayleigh fading wire-tap channel with single-antenna devices is investigated. In (PRABHU; RODRIGUES, 2011), it is assumed that the eavesdropper may have multiple antennas, showing that when selection combining is used, one multi-antenna eavesdropper damages as much as multiple single-antenna eavesdroppers.

The case of MIMO techniques, in which Alice, Bob and Eve may be equipped with multiple antennas, is initially investigated in (KHISTI; WORNELL, 2010a, 2010b), in the Gaussian MIMO wire-tap channel. Later on, in (BASHAR et al., 2011), secrecy outage probability expressions are derived for a codebook-based beamforming over Rayleigh fading supposing that Alice and Eve have multiple antennas, while Bob is a single-antenna device. Such codebook-based beamforming assumes that the transmitter uses a predefined codebook, known to both transmitter and receiver, and that a feedback channel is available. In (HE et al., 2011), both Bob and Eve are assumed to have multiple antennas while Alice is a single-antenna device. Considering that the receivers employ Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), the authors derive closed-form expressions for the secrecy outage probability and show that the use of multiple receive antennas can enhance security. Further, in (ALVES et al., 2011b, 2012) Alice employs transmit antenna selection (TAS) while Bob is a single-antenna user and Eve applies MRC among its multiple receive antennas. In that work, it is shown that Eve is not able to exploit diversity from Alice’s antennas, which enhances security. The scenario of (ALVES et al., 2012) is extended in (YANG et al., 2013b), where the performance gap between using SC or MRC at Bob and Eve is investigated. Results show that both SC and MRC achieve the same secrecy diversity order regardless of the small performance gap between SC and MRC. The work in (YANG et al., 2013b) is further extended in (YANG et al., 2013a) to analyze the effects of antenna correlation on the secrecy performance. High correlation at Bob impacts negatively
on the secrecy performance, while high correlation at Eve offers benefits to the secrecy. The overall effect is positive at low SNR, while it becomes negative at high SNR.

5.1.2 COOPERATIVE SECURITY

Along the last years, cooperative communications have also been considered in the scope of PHY security (LAI; GAMAL, 2008; BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012; DONG et al., 2010; GABRY et al., 2014; MUKHERJEE et al., 2014). In (LAI; GAMAL, 2008) the relay-eavesdropper channel is introduced and secrecy rates are characterized. In the relay-eavesdropper channel a trusted relay node helps the communication between source (Alice) and destination (Bob) through traditional cooperation or by confusing the eavesdropper (Eve) with independent codewords. Secure communication in multiple relay networks is investigated in (BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012), where the relays operate under DF protocol. In (DONG et al., 2010), the case of multiple eavesdroppers is considered, so that the relays may employ AF, DF or cooperative jamming to improve security. As pointed out in (DONG et al., 2010; BASSILY et al., 2013) cooperative jamming arises as an interesting solution since legitimate transmitters improve the secrecy rate by introducing noise or structured signals in order to confuse the eavesdropper. Further, in (KRIKIDIS et al., 2009), relay selection with secrecy constraints is performed, where a first relay is chosen to cooperate with the source, while a second relay is selected for jamming the eavesdropper. Additionally, a summary of the recent advances in cooperative security at PHY is given in (MUKHERJEE et al., 2014; BASSILY et al., 2013, Sect. V).

Most of the works focus on HD cooperative schemes with little attention to FD relaying, which are spectrally efficient compared to HD schemes. This, motivates us to focus our attention on FD schemes, since in HD mode, the relay transmits and receives the signal in orthogonal channels (KRAMER et al., 2005), whereas in FD mode the transmission and reception are performed at the same time and at the same frequency band (KRAMER et al., 2005). Furthermore, as pointed out in (DUARTE; SABHARWAL, 2010; DUARTE et al., 2012; CHOI et al., 2012; BHARADIA et al., 2013; HONG et al., 2014; BLISS et al., 2007; KANG et al., 2014; EVERETT et al., 2014; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014; LI; MURCH, 2014; HE et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a; SAHAI et al., 2013; RIIHONEN et al., 2009b, 2011b, 2011a; ALVES et al., 2012, 2012, 2013, 2013; KHAFAGY et al., 2013; ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014) FD operation is feasible and the the extent the gains attainable by FD nodes is directly related to the quality of the self-interference cancellation employed at the FD node. Moreover, self-interference can be modeled as a fading channel which allows the emulation of various
(non-) LoS configurations (DUARTE et al., 2012; ALVES et al., 2013).

5.1.2.1 SECRECY AND FULL-DUPLEX

Recently, FD transmission is employed as a way to enhance security, since a FD node is able to receive while jamming the eavesdroppers (ZHENG et al., 2013b; ZHOU et al., 2014; CEPHELI et al., 2014; MUKHERJEE; SWINDLEHURST, 2011). The use of FD nodes for jamming purposed eliminates the need for external helpers, which provides system robustness. For instance, in (ZHENG et al., 2013b) the authors design the system in order to jointly mitigate the self-interference associated with the FD operation and optimize the jamming transmission. Similar solutions are proposed in (ZHOU et al., 2014; CEPHELI et al., 2014) where artificial noise is generated and transmitted towards the eavesdropper. One advantage of (CEPHELI et al., 2014) is that the authors proposed a method such that the own transmit signal can used as artificial noise in a two-way communication setting. Conversely to (ZHENG et al., 2013b; ZHOU et al., 2014; CEPHELI et al., 2014), in (MUKHERJEE; SWINDLEHURST, 2011) the authors investigate the impact of a MIMO FD eavesdropper, which selects some of its antennas to send jamming signals to the destination while receiving at the remaining ones. The authors also discuss some potential countermeasures to such a malicious attack.

Cooperative FD relying is investigated in (ZHENG et al., 2013a; ALVES et al., 2014). In (ZHENG et al., 2013a) the authors investigate a three node cooperative network operating under AF protocol and in the presence of a jammer. By its turn, in (ALVES et al., 2014) the performance of FD cooperative network is investigated in terms secrecy outage probability.

Yet, in (ZHU et al., 2014) the authors investigate secure communication of a FD base station. Thus, the authors characterize the secure transmission rates for UL and DL. The authors show that optimal performance in terms of secrecy rate can be achieved but the base station should either transmit information or jamming in a SISO setting, while for the MIMO case, the base station can optimally allocate resources for both, transmission and jamming.

As we have seen, FD communication becomes a viable solution not only to boost performance, but also to enhance security. And, as we shall see next, it is in this context that asses the performance of secure FD relaying.

5.1.3 OUTLINE AND SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

In this chapter, we assume a cooperative network in the presence of a multi-antenna eavesdropper, where the source communicates with the destination with the help of a FD relay,
which suffers self-interference. We also employ a general channel model which encompasses Nakagami-$m$ fading as well as Log-Normal shadowing, which is known as composite fading channel (ILLOW; HATZINAKOS, 1998; HO; STÜBER, 1995; CARDIERI; RAPPAPORT, 2001; LIMA et al., 2012).

Malicious users focus their attack on eavesdropping, hence we consider three scenarios dependent on the availability of CSI at Alice. The scenarios and contributions are briefly summarized next:

- **Full CSI**: Alice has the CSI of all users (legitimate or malicious), thus perfect secrecy is achievable. Information on the eavesdroppers’ channels can be attained when the eavesdropper is part of the network such that its active transmissions can be monitored (DONG et al., 2010; BLOCH et al., 2008). Therefore, we focus on the average secrecy rate as the performance metric, for which we present an accurate approximation in closed-form.

- **Partial CSI**: This scenario corresponds to the case where Eve is a passive and hostile eavesdropper in the network (BLOCH et al., 2008; ALVES et al., 2012; YANG et al., 2013a, 2013b). Alice has only information about the legitimate channels and has the statistics of the eavesdroppers’ channel so that perfect secrecy cannot be guaranteed at all times. Therefore, we resort to secrecy outage probability as the performance metric. We provide accurate approximation in closed-form for the secrecy outage probability.

- **No CSI**: This scenario addresses the cases where feedback of instantaneous CSI is either costly or infeasible (TANG et al., 2007, 2009). Therefore, Alice only has channel statistics of the users. Besides secrecy outage probability, another relevant metric is reliability outage, which we analytically characterized in closed-form.

Additionally, besides the mathematical framework developed for this analysis, another contribution is the extensive numerical results and discussions provided herein. We show that secure FD relaying is feasible in all scenarios under consideration, even though our results show that the self-interference at the relay considerably affects performance. Therefore, the better the isolation and cancellation employed at the relay, the higher is the security achieved. Additionally, we also investigate the impact of the number of antennas at Eve on the overall performance of each scenario. All in all, we demonstrate that even though experiencing strong self-interference FD relaying is feasible under secrecy constraints even in the presence of sophisticated multiple antenna eavesdropper.
5.2 SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a cooperative network consisting of three legitimate single-antenna users: Alice, relay and Bob, communicating in the presence of an eavesdropper (E), which has $N_E$ antennas, according to Fig. 26. Following the typical terminology of cooperative communications and introduced in Chapter 2, Alice plays the role of source (S), while Bob represents the destination (D) and the relay (R) is a known node to the source which is chosen as a helper (BASSIL Y; ULUKUS, 2012; DONG et al., 2010). We assume that Eve is a more resourceful and sophisticated node and thus employs MRC among its multiple antennas, which is a worst case scenario in terms of secrecy for the legitimate link (ALVES et al., 2012; YANG et al., 2013a, 2013b).

Moreover, we consider that the relay operates in FD mode and employs the DF protocol. As discussed before, FD cooperative protocols outperform HD one; however, such gains come at a cost of self-interference (RIIHONEN et al., 2011b, 2011a; DUARTE et al., 2012; SAHAI et al., 2013; EVERETT et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a). Please refer to (RIIHONEN et al., 2011b; DUARTE et al., 2012; SAHAI et al., 2013; EVERETT et al., 2014; KORPI et al., 2014b, 2014a) for further details on the self-interference mitigation. Nevertheless, due to such high potential, FD communication has received considerable attention in recent years and has become a promising technology to increase spectral efficiency (RIIHONEN et al., 2011b, 2011a; DUARTE et al., 2012; ALVES et al., 2013, 2013, 2014; LIMA et al., 2014; KHAFAGY et al., 2013).

5.2.1 COMPOSITE FADING CHANNEL

Radio links are affected by path loss, large-scale shadowing and multipath fading which are assumed to be mutually independent and multiplicative phenomena (ILOW; HATZINAKOS, 1998). In order to account for these channel impairments we adopt a composite fading distribution, which is widely used in the literature (ILOW; HATZINAKOS, 1998; HO; STüBER, 1995; CARDIERI; RAPPAPORT, 2001; LIMA et al., 2012; ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014). The fading follows Nakagami-$m$ distribution while shadowing is modeled as Log-Normal (LN) random variable (RV) (ILOW; HATZINAKOS, 1998; HO; STüBER, 1995). Thus, the squared-envelop of the channel coefficient follows a Gamma-LN distribution, whose probability density function (PDF) is given as (ILOW; HATZINAKOS, 1998)

$$f_R(r) = \frac{\Gamma(m)}{\Gamma(m)} \frac{m^m}{\omega^m} r^{m-1} \exp\left(-\frac{m}{\omega} r\right) \frac{\xi}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp\left[-\left(\frac{\xi \ln \omega - \mu_{\Omega_p}}{2\sigma^2_{\Omega_p}}\right)^2\right] d\omega,$$

(179)
Figure 26: Cooperative network composed by Alice, relay (R) and Bob in the presence of a multi-antenna eavesdropper (E). Notice that Alice and Bob play the role of source (S) and destination (D), respectively, while the relay is a helper chosen by the source.

where \( m \) is the shape parameter of the Nakagami-\( m \) distribution, \( \xi = \ln (10) / 10 \), \( \Omega_p \) is the mean squared-envelop, \( \mu_{\Omega_p} \) and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} \) is the mean and standard deviation of \( \Omega_p \), respectively.

Moreover, as proposed in (HO; STüBER, 1995), the composite squared envelop is well approximated by a single LN RV, whose parameters depend on the actual distribution and are defined as: shape \( \mu_{\text{dB}} = \xi [ \psi (m) - \ln (m)] + \mu_{\Omega_p} \) and log-scale \( \sigma_{\text{dB}}^2 = \xi^2 \zeta (2, m) + \sigma_{\Omega_p}^2 \).

Let us introduce next the framework to calculate the sum of LN RVs, which will be useful as we shall see in the next sections.

5.2.1.1 SUM OF LN RVS

Motivated by the fact that the density of \( Z = \sum_k \gamma_{ijk} \), a RV representing the sum of \( k \) independent LN RVs, has no exact closed-form expression (FENTON, 1960; BEAULIEU et al., 1995; WU et al., 2005; ZHANG; SONG, 2008; MAHMOUD, 2010) and that its distribution is heavy-tailed and positively skewed (GHASEMI; SOUSA, 2008), we resort to an approximation of the sum of LN RVs by a single LN RV (WU et al., 2005). To do so, we employ higher order statistics to recover the distribution of the sum of LN RVs, namely cumulant-based framework. Moreover, we resort to the cumulant-based framework due to the following reasons: i) cumulants are easy-to-compute due to the additivity property; ii) the original parameters of
the network are given explicitly in the expressions (numerical methods are often required in order to obtain the parameters of the approximated PDF, see for instance (WU et al., 2005; LIMA et al., 2010; FILHO et al., 2005)); and \(iii\) this approximation offers a good match for the scenarios under consideration, as we shall see next.

In what follows, let us introduce some definition related to the cumulants and their properties.

**Definition 5.1.** Let \( Z = \sum_k \gamma_{ijk} \) be a RV representing the sum of \( k \) independent LN RVs, and \( t = \sqrt{-1} \) be the imaginary unity. Then, the characteristic function of \( Z \) is the function \( \Psi : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{C} \), which is defined as (PAPOLIS; PILLAI, 2001, Ch. 5)

\[
\Psi_Z(\omega) = E\left[e^{i\omega Z}\right].
\]  

(181)

The corresponding \( n \)-th cumulant is obtained from higher order derivatives of (181) as shown next (PAPOLIS; PILLAI, 2001; ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965; LUKACS, 1970, Ch. 26).

**Lemma 5.1 (Cumulants of a RV).** Let \( Z \) be a RV and \( \Psi_Z(\omega) \) its CF. The \( n \)-th cumulant is denoted by \( \kappa_n \) where \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). Provided that the \( n \)-th moment exists and is finite; then \( \Psi_Z(\omega) \) is differentiable \( n \) times. Therefore,

\[
\kappa_n = \frac{1}{i^n} \left[ \frac{\partial^n}{\partial \omega^n} \ln \Psi_Z(\omega) \right]_{\omega=0}.
\]  

(183)

**Proof.** See (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 26) and (LUKACS, 1970).

**Remark 5.1.** *Relation between cumulants and moments* The cumulant generating function can be written as the logarithm of the moment generating function, which allows us to simply write the cumulants as a function of the raw moments (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 26)(LUKACS, 1970), such that the first cumulant is \( \kappa_1 = E[W] \) while the second is given as \( \kappa_2 = E[W^2] - E[W]^2 \) (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 26)(LUKACS, 1970), where \( W \) is a RV distributed as \( W \sim LN(\mu, \sigma), \) whose moment generating function is (PAPOLIS; PILLAI, 2001)

\[
E[W^n] \triangleq \exp\left(n\mu + \frac{n^2\sigma^2}{2}\right).
\]  

(185)

**Definition 5.2 (Cumulants additivity property).** Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be two independent RVs, whose cumulants are \( \kappa_n^X \) and \( \kappa_n^Y \), respectively. Then, the cumulants of the sum of \( X + Y \) are the sum of the individual cumulants, therefore \( \kappa_n^{X+Y} \triangleq \kappa_n^X + \kappa_n^Y \) (PETROV, 1975).
Resorting to the approximation of the sum of LN RVs by a single LN RV (WU et al., 2005), we estimate the parameters of the single LN RV from the cumulants as (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965; LUKACS, 1970, Ch. 26)

\[
\mu = \ln \left( \frac{\kappa_2}{\sqrt{\kappa_1^2 + \kappa_2^2}} \right), \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma^2 = \ln \left( 1 + \frac{\kappa_2^2}{\kappa_1^2} \right),
\]

(187)

where \( \mu \) is the mean and \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the equivalent Normal(\( \mu, \sigma^2 \)) distribution in the logarithmic scale.

**Remark 5.2.** It is noteworthy that the sum of LN RVs is still an open problem, several approximations have been proposed over the years (FENTON, 1960; BEAULIEU et al., 1995; WU et al., 2005; LIMA et al., 2010; FILHO et al., 2005, 2006; ZHANG; SONG, 2008; MAHMOUD, 2010). For instance, (BEAULIEU et al., 1995; CARDIERI; RAPPAPORT, 2001) give an overview of the most known methods, while (WU et al., 2005; LIMA et al., 2010; ZHANG; SONG, 2008; MAHMOUD, 2010; LIMA et al., 2012; ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014) rely on higher order statistics to approximate the sum of LN RVs. We recall that some of those methods resort to numerical methods to determine the parameters of the approximated PDF, while the cumulant-based framework the parameters of the approximated PDF are a function of the original parameters of the network.

In what follows, we provide an example of the cumulant-based framework. Fig. 27 depicts the approximated CDF of the sum of \( N \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \) LN RVs, whose parameters are obtained from (187). We assume \( m = 4, \mu_{\Omega_p} = 0 \) dB and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 8 \) dB. Notice that the sum is tight, especially at the tail of the CDF, for a small number of terms in summation. As \( N \) grows large, the cumulant-based approximation becomes loose at the head portion of the CDF, while still matches at the extreme portion of the tail of the CDF.

It is noteworthy that a given approximation may be more suitable than other depending on the intended application. For example, when the sum of LN RVs arises from various signal components, and the performance metric is outage probability, then the tail of the CDF needs to be computed accurately as pointed out in (LIMA et al., 2010).

5.2.2 SECURE COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION: CHANNEL MODEL

The DF protocol can be decomposed into two phases: broadcast and multiple access. In the first phase, the source broadcasts its message to relay and destination. Differently from HD cooperative schemes, the multiple access phase starts simultaneously with the broadcast
Figure 27: Approximated CDF of the sum $N \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$ LN RVs. Notice that Monte Carlo simulations are shown as reference (dashed lines). The blue lines represent the cumulant-based approximation.

phase under the FD mode, in which the relay forwards the received message to the destination. Thus, the received signal at the relay is

$$y_{SR} = \sqrt{P_S d_{SR}^{-\nu}} h_{SR} \cdot x + \sqrt{P_R} \delta h_{RR} \cdot \tilde{x} + w_R,$$

while the received signal at the destination is

$$y_{SD} = \sqrt{P_S d_{SD}^{-\nu}} h_{SD} \cdot x + \sqrt{P_R d_{RD}^{-\nu}} h_{RD} \cdot \tilde{x} + w_D,$$  

(189)

where $h_{ij}, i \in \{S, R\}$ and $j \in \{R, D\}$, denotes channel coefficient, $P_i$ is the transmit power, $d_{ij}$ represents the distance between the nodes $i$ and $j$, and $\nu$ denotes the path loss exponent. Additionally, $w_j$ is zero-mean complex Gaussian noise with variance $\sigma_w^2 = 1$. In addition, $x$ represents the transmitted symbol with unitary energy, while $\tilde{x}$ is the transmitted symbol re-encoded by the relay.

**Remark 5.3 (Encoding at the relay):** A more detailed description of the decoding/encoding scheme will be given later, but it is noteworthy that $x$ and $\tilde{x}$ are not identical once the relay can use a different codeword from the source and not even when source and relay use the same
codebook due to delay. Notice that the message is divided into \( L \) blocks, as shown in Fig. 5.

**Remark 5.4 (Processing delay):** Due to the inherent characteristics of the encoding/decoding scheme we adopt. Then, \( \tilde{x} \) is delayed compared to \( x \) (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) such that \( \tilde{x}[l] = x[l - \tau] \), where \( 1 \leq l \leq L \) and \( \tau \) represents the processing and block delay \( \tau \geq 1 \) blocks, which we assume hereafter to be \( \tau = 1 \). As pointed out in (RIIHONEN et al., 2011a) this delay is large enough to guarantee that the simultaneously received signals are uncorrelated, and therefore can be jointly decoded.

A first analysis on such decoding schemes for FD relaying suffering from residual self-interference is done in (ALVES et al., 2013), which is later extended in (KHAFAGY et al., 2013), where the authors generalize the backward decoding scheme for any delay and number of blocks and show that performance is not affected for large \( L \).

Further, consider all channels as quasi-static and follow composite Nakagami-\( m \) Log-Normal distribution, whose squared-envelope is given by (179). Moreover, the relay suffers from self-interference, which we model as a composite fading channel denoted by \( h_{RR} \), and \( \delta \) represents the overall self-interference attenuation factor. Thus, we recall that the composite fading channel model adopted allows us to emulate different conditions of (non-) LoS and its effects on the residual self-interference (RIIHONEN et al., 2011b; ALVES et al., 2013). Additionally, since all RVs are independent, the instantaneous SNRs of the legitimate links are LN distributed as \( \Gamma_{ij} \sim LN(\mu_{ij}, \sigma_{ij}) \) (HO; STÜBER, 1995). The SINR at the relay is \( \Gamma_R = \frac{\Gamma_{SR}}{\Gamma_{RR}} \), which is also a LN RV defined as \( \Gamma_R \sim LN(\mu_R, \sigma_R) \), where \( \mu_R = \mu_{SR} - \mu_{RR} \) and \( \sigma_R = (\sigma_{SR}^2 + \sigma_{RR}^2)^{1/2} \) (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001). Given that the moment generation function of LN RVs is known in closed-form, the first two cumulants of \( \Gamma_{ij} \) can be readily attained through Lemma 5.1 as \( \kappa_{ij}^1 \) and \( \kappa_{ij}^2 \). With that and relying on the additivity property (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001), we obtain the cumulants of the overall SNR at the destination, \( \Gamma_D = \Gamma_{SD} + \Gamma_{RD} \), and then with help of (187) the sum of two LN RVs can be simply written as a single LN RV as \( \Gamma_D \sim LN(\mu_D, \sigma_D) \).

### 5.2.2.1 **EAVESDROPPER CHANNEL**

The eavesdropper is a more resourceful node compared to the legitimate nodes and its intention is to attack the cooperative network by eavesdropping. Such assumption allows us to evaluate the worst case for the legitimate channel, since the legitimate user has unfavorable conditions compared to the eavesdropper. Further, the eavesdropper is equipped with \( N_E \) antennas and applies MRC to the received signals. Bearing this in mind, the \( N_E \times 1 \) received
signal can be represented by

\[ y_{SE} = \sqrt{P_S d_{SE}^V} h_{SE} \cdot x + \sqrt{P_R d_{RE}^V} h_{RE} \cdot \tilde{x} + w_E, \]  

(193)

From Lemma 5.1 we attain the cumulants of \( \gamma_{IE_i} \), and then from Definition 5.2, once all RVs are independent, we obtain the cumulants of \( \Gamma_{IE} = \sum_k \gamma_{IE_k} \) as \( N_E \kappa_{IE}^k \), where \( i \in \{S, R\} \) and \( 1 \leq k \leq N_E \). Then, since \( \Gamma_{SE} \) and \( \Gamma_{RE} \) are independent we resort again to Definition 5.2 and define the cumulants of \( \Gamma_E = \Gamma_{SE} + \Gamma_{RE} \) as \( \kappa_{IE} = N_E (\kappa_{IE}^SE + \kappa_{IE}^RE) \), which allows us to write \( \Gamma_E \sim LN(\mu_E, \sigma_E) \), whose parameters are \( \mu_E = \ln(\kappa_1^2) - \ln(\sqrt{\kappa_1^2 + \kappa_2}) \) and \( \sigma_E = \sqrt{\ln(\kappa_1^2 + \kappa_2)} - \ln(\kappa_1^2) \).

As an example, Fig. 28 shows the approximated CDF of the sum of \( N \in \{2, 4\} \) LN RVs, since \( N_E \in \{1, 2\} \), for \( m = 4 \), \( \mu_{\Omega_p} = -20 \) dB and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 12 \) dB. Notice that such parameters are commonly used in PHY-security scenarios, and specially the cases involving small cell deployments (BLOCH et al., 2008; ALVES et al., 2011b, 2012; LIMA et al., 2010, 2012). For comparison, we numerically approximate the sum of LN RVs by a single LN RV using Monte Carlo simulations and the method `FindParameters` from Mathematica 9, this result is depicted in Fig. 28 as a dashed line. It is noteworthy that numerical parameter estimation is common in the literature, see for instance (WU et al., 2005; LIMA et al., 2010; FILHO et al., 2005).

As commented above in Fig 27, the cumulant-based approximation offer a good match for a small number of terms in the summation, which can be also observed in Fig. 28. Moreover, the approximation becomes more tight at the tail of the CDF.

In what follows, we address the encoding and decoding of the FD cooperative network.

### 5.2.3 ENCODING AND DECODING FOR FULL-DUPLEX RELAYING

The DF scheme initially proposed in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979) is extended to fading scenarios in (KRAMER et al., 2005; ALVES et al., 2013) and to secrecy context in (LAI; GAMAL, 2008; BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012). The DF protocol proposed in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979) relies on a combination of block Markov encoding at the source and relay, associated with coding for cooperative multiple access channel and superposition coding (COVER; GAMAL, 1979; KRAMER et al., 2005). As pointed out in (KRAMER et al., 2005) the same achievable rates for the DF protocol proposed in (COVER; GAMAL, 1979) (named irregular encoding and successive decoding (KRAMER et al., 2005)) can be achieved through different strategies: regular encoding and sliding-window decoding (CARLEIAL, 1982); and regular encoding and backward decoding (ZENG et al., 1989). Moreover, as indicated in
Figure 28: Approximated CDF of the sum of $N \in \{2, 4, 8\}$ LN RVs, thus $N_E \in \{1, 2, 4\}$. Monte Carlo simulations are shown as reference as well as a numerical approximation by a single LN RV.

(KRAMER et al., 2005), both strategies are more suitable for quasi-static fading channels, once they are less likely to fail in the intermediate decoding steps.

Therefore, hereafter we assume regular encoding and backward decoding (KRAMER et al., 2005; ZENG et al., 1989; LAI; GAMAL, 2008). Notice that such strategy is also assumed in (LAI; GAMAL, 2008; BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012) for the relay-eavesdropper channel, and (LAI; GAMAL, 2008) additionally provides detailed encoding/decoding process and proof of achievability. As aforementioned, Fig. 5 depicts the block transmission scheme with backward decoding where the message is divided into $L$ blocks, notice that even though the relay is delayed by one block with respect to the source, performance is not affected for large $L$ (COVER; GAMAL, 1979). We recall that the backward decoding scheme is generalized in (KHAFAGY et al., 2013) for any number of delayed and total number of blocks. In that work it is shown that performance is not affected as far the ratio between delay and number of blocks is small.

**Lemma 5.2.** The achievable rate of the DF protocol using regular encoding and backward decoding

---

1Please refer to (KRAMER et al., 2005) for further details on regular encoding and backward decoding for the DF protocol, and to (LAI; GAMAL, 2008, Th. 2) for an analysis on the relay-eavesdropper channel.
decoding is expressed as

\[ R_{FD} = \min \{ R_{SR}, R_{SRD} \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (195)

where the achievable rate of the source-relay link is

\[ R_{SR} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma_{SR}}{\gamma_{RR} + 1} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (197)

and the achievable rate due to the multiple access phase is

\[ R_{SRD} = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{SD} + \gamma_{RD}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (199)

**Proof.** Please refer to (KRAMER et al., 2005, Sect. IV-B) and (ZENG et al., 1989). Notice that we account for the self-interference at the relay in (197).

The destination is able to jointly decode the messages from source and relay in an iterative process dependent of backward decoding (KRAMER et al., 2005; BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012; KHAFAGY et al., 2013). Decoding process serves to combine the transmissions from source and relay at the current time slot using advanced detection techniques and the acquired knowledge from previously received frames (KHAFAGY et al., 2013).

**Remark 5.5 (Eavesdropper’s achievable rate).** Assuming that the eavesdropper uses the above encoding/decoding process, the achievable rate is \( R_E = \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{SE} + \gamma_{RE}) \) (LAI; GAMAL, 2008, Th. 2) and (BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012).

### 5.2.4 SCENARIOS AND ASSUMPTIONS

We investigate the secrecy performance of a cooperative network in three distinct scenarios depending on the availability of CSI at the source:

1. Full CSI: the eavesdropper is part of the network and its active transmissions are monitored (DONG et al., 2010; BLOCH et al., 2008), therefore the source has CSI of all users and adapt the rate in order to achieve perfect secrecy.

2. Partial CSI: the eavesdropper is a passive and hostile eavesdropper in the network (BLOCH et al., 2008; ALVES et al., 2012; YANG et al., 2013a, 2013b), therefore the source has only knows the legitimate channels and perfect secrecy is not guaranteed at all times (BLOCH et al., 2008).
3. No CSI: feedback of instantaneous CSI is either costly or infeasible (TANG et al., 2007, 2009) such that no CSI is available, thus, as we shall see next, the source resorts to fixed Wyner codes to secure its communication (TANG et al., 2007, 2009).

5.3 SCENARIO 1: FULL CSI - AVERAGE SECRECY RATE

Suppose that the source is able to acquire the CSI from the eavesdropper, which is one of the users of the network. For instance, this may be the case when the source wants to communicate privately to a certain user (i.e., a specific subscriber) without being eavesdropped by other legitimate receivers. This scenario represents the active eavesdropping, so that the legitimate users are aware of the eavesdropper presence (YANG et al., 2013a, 2013b). Therefore, the source can adapt its transmission rate accordingly in order to achieve perfect secrecy. In such a scenario, the average secrecy capacity is an insightful metric once it quantifies the average secrecy rate (BLOCH et al., 2008).

Recall from the secrecy capacity of the non-cooperative wiretap channel is given as the difference between the capacity of the legitimate and eavesdropper’s channels, namely $C_s = C_M - C_E$ (LEUNG-YAN-CHEONG; HELLMAN, 1978; BLOCH et al., 2008; KHISTI; WORNELL, 2010b). Similarly, we can also write the achievable rates of the cooperative wiretap channel as the difference difference between the achievable rates of the the legitimate and eavesdropper’s channels as introduced in (LAI; GAMAL, 2008) where the relay-eavesdropper channel as well as the achievable rates of DF and noise forward protocols are introduced. Later, these initial result are extended to a multiple relay settings in (DONG et al., 2010; BASSILY; ULUKUS, 2012). Relying on similar approach of (LAI; GAMAL, 2008) we write the achievable cooperative secrecy rate as

$$R_s = [R_{FD} - R_E]^+, \quad (203)$$

$$= \left[ \min \left\{ \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \gamma_{SE}}{1 + \gamma_{RE}} \right), \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \gamma_{SD} + \gamma_{RD}}{1 + \gamma_{SE} + \gamma_{RE}} \right) \right\} \right]^+, \quad (204)$$

$$= \left[ \min \left\{ \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \gamma_R}{1 + \gamma_E} \right), \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \gamma_D}{1 + \gamma_E} \right) \right\} \right]^+, \quad (205)$$

where $[x]^+ \triangleq \max \{x, 0\}$.

Based on the average rate derivation for traditional relaying in (NIKJAH; BEAULIEU, 2009) and given the cooperative secrecy rates from (LAI; GAMAL, 2008), and given that all
RVs are independent we can rewrite (203) as

\[ R_s = \left[ \log_2 (1 + \min \{ \gamma_R, \gamma_D \}) - \log_2 (1 + \gamma_E) \right]^+ , \quad (208) \]

and

\[ R_s = \left[ \log_2 (1 + \gamma_{FD}) - \log_2 (1 + \gamma_E) \right]^+ . \quad (209) \]

Let us introduce here a new RV defined as \( \Gamma_{FD} = \min \{ \Gamma_R, \Gamma_D \} \), whose PDF and CDF are given as

\[
f_{\Gamma_{FD}}(\gamma_{FD}) = \exp \left( -\frac{(\mu_R - \ln(\gamma_{FD}))^2}{2\sigma_R^2} \right) \frac{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu_R + \ln(\gamma_{FD})}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_R \gamma_{FD}} \right)}{2\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_R^2 \gamma_{FD}}} 
+ \exp \left( -\frac{(\mu_D - \ln(\gamma_{FD}))^2}{2\sigma_D^2} \right) \frac{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu_D + \ln(\gamma_{FD})}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_D \gamma_{FD}} \right)}{2\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_D^2 \gamma_{FD}}}, \quad (211)\]

\[
F_{\Gamma_{FD}}(z) = 1 - \frac{1}{4} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu_R + \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_R} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu_D + \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_D} \right), \quad (213)\]

where the LN parameters \( \mu_i, \sigma_i \in \{ R, D \} \) are attained through the proposed framework in Section 5.2.1. Notice that \( \text{erfc}(\cdot) \) is the complementary error function (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Eq. 7.1.2). Thus, we know that \( \Gamma_R \) and \( \Gamma_D \) are LN distributed, thus the PDF \( \Gamma_{FD} = \min \{ \Gamma_R, \Gamma_D \} \) can be readily attained through standard statistical methods (PAPOULIS; PILLAI, 2001), which results in (211). Then, by integrating (211) from 0 to \( z \), we attain the CDF of \( \Gamma_{FD} \) as in (213).

The average secrecy rate is given by taking the expected value of (209) over all possible channel realizations as shown in the following lemma.

**Lemma 5.3.** Assuming the non-negativity of the secrecy rate and the independence of RVs, a general form for the average secrecy rate is given as

\[
\mathcal{R}_s = \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \mathcal{R}_s f_{\Gamma_{FD}}(\gamma_{FD}) f_{\Gamma_{E}}(\gamma_{E}) \, d\gamma_{FD} \, d\gamma_{E}, \quad (216)\]

\[
= \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^\infty \frac{F_{\Gamma_{E}}(\gamma_{E})}{1 + \gamma_{E}} \left[ 1 - F_{\Gamma_{FD}}(\gamma_{E}) \right] \, d\gamma_{E}. \quad (217)\]

**Proof.** Let us introduce two new RVs variables that denote the SNR of main and eavesdroppers channels, respectively, \( \Gamma_D \) and \( \Gamma_E \), with PDFs \( f_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_D) \) and \( f_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \), while its CDFs are represented by \( F_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_D) \) and \( F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \). Then, averaging the instantaneous secrecy rate in (203)
over $\gamma_D$ and $\gamma_E$, the average secrecy rate is given as
\[
\bar{R}_s = \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \bar{R}_s f_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_D) f_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_D \, d\gamma_E, \tag{220}
\]
\[
= \int_0^\infty \Xi f_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_D) \, d\gamma_D. \tag{221}
\]

Then, by applying integration by parts into $\Xi$ we attain
\[
\Xi = \int_0^{\gamma_D} \left[ \log_2 (1 + \gamma_D) - \log_2 (1 + \gamma_E) \right] f_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_E
\]
\[
= \log_2 (1 + \gamma_D) F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_D) - \int_0^{\gamma_D} \log_2 (1 + \gamma_E) f_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_E
\]
\[
= \log_2 (1 + \gamma_D) F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_D) - \left( \log_2 (1 + \gamma_D) F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_D) - \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^{\gamma_E} F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_D) \, d\gamma_D \right)
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^{\gamma_D} F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_E. \tag{226}
\]

Then, plugging (229) into (221) and changing the order of integration, we arrive at
\[
\bar{R}_s = \int_0^\infty \left( \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^{\gamma_D} F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_D \right) f_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_D) \, d\gamma_D \tag{233}
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^\infty \int_0^{\gamma_D} F_{\Gamma_E}(\gamma_E) \, d\gamma_D \, d\gamma_E \tag{234}
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^\infty \int_0^{\gamma_D} [1 - F_{\Gamma_D}(\gamma_E)] \, d\gamma_E. \tag{235}
\]

From (213) we known the CDFs of $\Gamma_{FD}$ and $\Gamma_E$, then with help of Lemma 5.3 we define the the average secrecy rate (bits/s/Hz) is
\[
\bar{R}_s = \frac{1}{\ln 2} \int_0^\infty \frac{\text{erfc}(\eta_E) \, \text{erfc}(\eta_D) \, \text{erfc}(\eta_R)}{8(1+z)} \, dz, \tag{237}
\]
where $\eta_E = \frac{\mu_E - \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_E}, \eta_D = \frac{-\mu_D + \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_E}$ and $\eta_R = \frac{-\mu_R + \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_R}$.

Nevertheless, (237) does not have a closed-form solution, and therefore we proposed in the following theorem an approximation to the integral in (237) based on Gauss-Laguerre quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4). As we shall see in the next section, the proposed approximation proves to be quite accurate.

**Remark 5.6.** It is noteworthy that Gauss quadrature methods offer high accuracy, since such methods seek to obtain the best numerical estimate of an integral by selecting optimal
abscissas and summation weights in order to evaluate the given function \( f(x) \) (PRESS SAUL A. TEUKOLSKY; FLANNERY, 2007). Moreover, Gauss quadrature have distinct integration intervals, which allow us to choose the method that best fits the function \( f(x) \). For instance, in this work the integration interval is \([0, \infty)\), therefore we resort to Gauss-Laguerre quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4), and the abscissas are obtained through Laguerre polynomials (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4). While on the integration interval of \((-\infty, \infty)\), Gauss-Hermite quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4) is more suitable. Both methods are discussed in more details as we shall see next.

In what follows, we assume that perfect CSI at transmitters is available, so that the average secrecy rate in bits/s/Hz is given by

\[
\tilde{R}_s \simeq \frac{1}{\ln 2} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\omega_k^L e^\chi_k}{8} \text{erfc} \left( \eta_k^E \right) \text{erfc} \left( \eta_k^R \right) \text{erfc} \left( \eta_k^D \right),
\]

(239)

where \( \eta' \) with \( i \in \{ R, D, E \} \) is written as in \( \eta \) but replacing \( z \) by \( e^\chi_k - 1 \), and \( K \) is the order of the Laguerre polynomial. Then, we resort to Lemma 5.3 and to Gauss-Laguerre quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4) in order to obtain (239), where \( \chi_k^L \) are the roots of the Laguerre polynomial while

\[
\omega_k^L = \frac{\chi_k^L}{\left( (K+1) L_{K+1}(\chi_k^L) \right)^2},
\]

(241)

represent the weights of the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4). Notice that the truncation error can be evaluated analytically, assuming that the \( 2K \)-th derivative exists, as (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Eq. 25.4.45)

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{(K!)^2}{(2K)!} f^{(2K)}(\chi_k),
\]

(243)

where \( \chi_k \) lies somewhere in the range \( 0 \leq \chi_k < \infty \), and may be used as a conservative design criterion.

### 5.4 SCENARIO 2: PARTIAL CSI - SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY

Now suppose that the source has no knowledge of the eavesdropper’s CSI except for channel statistics, this scenario corresponds to the case where the eavesdropper is a passive and malicious user of the network (BLOCH et al., 2008; ALVES et al., 2012; YANG et al., 2013a, 2013b). Thus, in order to protect its transmission from a possible inimical attack, the source communicates with the destination with a constant secrecy rate \( R_s > 0 \), which yields a
certain secrecy outage probability\(^2\). Note that the source assumes that the eavesdropper' secrecy rate is \(R_E = R_{FD} - R_s\), thus security is compromised as soon as \(C_E > R_E\). Otherwise, perfect secrecy is assured. Then, secrecy outage probability is the appropriated metric to evaluate the performance of a quasi-static fading wiretap channel when the transmitter has no CSI and the receivers have CSI of their own channels only (ALVES et al., 2013; YANG et al., 2013a).

Bearing this in mind, let \(\Gamma_{FD} = \min\{\Gamma_R, \Gamma_D\}\), then based on (BLOCH et al., 2008) the probability of non-zero secrecy rate is given as

\[
\Pr[R_s > 0] = \Pr \left[ \log_2 \left( \frac{1 + \gamma_{FD}}{1 + \gamma_E} \right) > 0 \right]
= \Pr[\gamma_{FD} > \gamma_E]
= 1 - \Pr[\gamma_{FD} < \gamma_E]
= 1 - \int_0^\infty F_{FD}(z)f_E(z)dz
\]

\[
= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-t^2}}{4\sqrt{\pi}} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\mu_E - \mu_D + \sqrt{2}\sigma_E t}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_D} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\mu_E - \mu_R + \sqrt{2}\sigma_E t}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_R} \right) dt.
\]

where \(\eta_E = \frac{\mu_E - \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_E}\), \(\eta_D = \frac{\mu_D - \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_D}\) and \(\eta_R = \frac{\mu_R - \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_R}\). Unfortunately (250) has no closed-form solution, therefore we resort to semi-analytical solution based on Gauss-Hermite quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4). Thus, the weights of the Hermite polynomial are given as \(\omega_{H_k} = \sqrt{\pi} \frac{2^{K-1} K!}{\chi_{H_k}^2} \chi_{H_k}^{2K}\). Bearing this in mind and applying the following substitution \(t = \frac{\mu_E - \ln(z)}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_E}\) into (250) we readily attain (251) which can be easily put in the Gauss-Hermite quadrature format. Thus, the probability of strictly positive secrecy rate in composite fading channels is given as

\[
\Pr[R_s > 0] \approx \sum_{k=0}^{K} \frac{\omega_{H_k}^{H}}{4\sqrt{\pi}} \text{erfc} \left( \eta_{DE} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \eta_{RE} \right),
\]

where \(\eta_{DE} = \frac{\mu_E - \mu_D + \sqrt{2}\sigma_E \chi_{H_k}^H}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_D}\) and \(\eta_{RE} = \frac{\mu_E - \mu_R + \sqrt{2}\sigma_E \chi_{H_k}^H}{\sqrt{2}\sigma_R}\). With \(\omega_{H_k}^{H}\) and \(\chi_{H_k}^H\) being the weights and roots of the Hermite polynomial, respectively, of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4).

Next, we determine the secrecy outage probability as \(O_p = \Pr[R_s < R_s]\). Thus, an outage event occurs whenever the instantaneous secrecy rate \(R_s\) falls bellow the target secrecy

\[\text{In order to avoid confusion it is noteworthy that the secrecy capacity is denoted by the calligraphic letter } C \text{ and the secrecy achievable rate by letter } R, \text{ while the attempted transmission rate is represented by the letter } R.\]
rate $R_s$ fixed by the source. Thus, assuming the non-negativity of the secrecy rate and that only CSI of the legitimate channel is available at the transmitter, we can define the secrecy outage probability, $P_O$, as the probability that the instantaneous achievable rate $R_s$ falls below the given secrecy transmission rate $R_s$ in bits/s/Hz. Then, based on (LAI; GAMAL, 2008; BLOCH et al., 2008), we can define the secrecy outage probability under composite fading channels as

$$P_O = \Pr [R_s < R_s]$$

$$= \Pr [\log_2 (1 + \gamma_{FD}) - \log_2 (1 + \gamma_E) < R_s]$$

$$= \int_0^{\infty} F_{\Gamma_{FD}}(2^{R_s}(1 + z) - 1)f_E(z)dz$$

(255)

Note that the CDF of $\Gamma_{FD}$ is given in (213). However, (255) does not have a closed-form solution. Therefore, we resort to Gauss-Hermite quadrature (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965, Ch. 25.4), and then the secrecy outage probability can be written as

$$P_O \approx 1 - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k^H \text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu + \ln(\nu_E)}{\sqrt{2\sigma_D}} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \frac{-\mu + \ln(\nu_E)}{\sqrt{2\sigma_R}} \right),$$

(257)

where $\nu_E = 2^{R_s} \left( \exp \left( \mu_E + \sqrt{2}\sigma_E \kappa_k^H \right) + 1 \right) - 1$.

5.5 SCENARIO 3: NO CSI - SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY AND RELIABILITY PROBABILITY

In this scenario no CSI is available except for the channel statistics, then in the absence of instantaneous CSI, the transmitter cannot adapt its code rate. Such situation may occur when feedback of instantaneous CSI is either too costly or infeasible (TANG et al., 2007, 2009). In such condition a \textit{à priori} fixed Wyner code is used for all channel conditions, which guarantees perfect secrecy and small error probabilities for a subset of channel states as discussed in (TANG et al., 2009, Lemma 1). To do so, the source assumes a constant secrecy rate $R_s$, while attempting to transmit at a fixed rate $R_{FD}$ such that $R_{FD} \geq R_s$. Thus, the eavesdropper equivocation rate can be then written as $R_E = R_{FD} - R_s$ (TANG et al., 2007).

In this context, two conditions arise in order to guarantee secrecy and reliability (TANG et al., 2007):

1. the achievable rate of the legitimate link has to be larger than $R_{FD}$; and
2. eavesdropper’s equivocation rate is less than $R_{FD} - R_s$. 
These conditions guarantee that there is a Wyner code that ensure a reliable and secure communication link (TANG et al., 2009). Given the two conditions, in this scenario we consider secrecy outage and reliability outage as the performance metrics (TANG et al., 2007, 2009). Thus, the overall secrecy outage probability is the union of the following events:

- reliability outage - the achievable rate of the legitimate link falls below $R_{FD}$, which in our setting becomes $R_{DF} < R_{FD}$; and
- secrecy outage - eavesdropper’s equivocation rate is greater than secrecy gap ($R_{FD} - R_s$), equivalently $R_E > R_{FD} - R_s$.

Thus, the overall outage probability is given by the following lemma.

**Lemma 5.4.** The overall outage probability when no CSI is available at the transmitter and fixed Wyner coding is employed is composed of the union of two independent events: secrecy and reliability outage. Thus, the overall outage probability is given as

$$
O_N = \Pr \left[ R_{FD} < R_{FD} \cup R_E > R_{FD} - R_s \right]
$$

$$
= \Pr [R_{FD} < R_{FD}] + \Pr [R_E > R_{FD} - R_s] - \Pr [R_{FD} < R_{FD}] \Pr [R_E > R_{FD} - R_s]
$$

Proof. Please see (TANG et al., 2009, Lemma 1) and (TANG et al., 2007, Sect. IV-A)

From Lemma 5.4 and under the assumption of no availability of CSI at the source, the overall outage probability becomes

$$
O_N = \Gamma_{FD}(\epsilon) + 1 - \Gamma_E(\epsilon) - \Gamma_{FD}(\epsilon)(1 - \Gamma_E(\epsilon))
$$

$$
= 1 - \Gamma_E(\epsilon) + \Gamma_{FD}(\epsilon)\Gamma_E(\epsilon),
$$

$$
= 1 - \frac{1}{8} \text{erfc}(\vartheta_R) \text{erfc}(\vartheta_D) \text{erfc}(\vartheta_E),
$$

where $\vartheta_R = (-\mu_R + \ln(\epsilon))/(\sqrt{2}\sigma_R)$, $\vartheta_D = (-\mu_D + \ln(\epsilon))/(\sqrt{2}\sigma_D)$ and $\vartheta_E = (-\mu_E + \ln(\epsilon))/(\sqrt{2}\sigma_E)$, with $\epsilon = 2^{R_{FD}} - 1$ and $\epsilon = 2^{R_{FD} - R_i} - 1$. Then applying the CDFs of $\Gamma_{FD}$ and $\Gamma_E$ into (266) and after few algebraic manipulations we attain (267).

---

3Please refer to (TANG et al., 2007, 2009) for further details on fixed Wyner codes and code construction.
5.6 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS

We assume that the source, the relay and destination are in a straight line, and the relay is positioned at the center. We assume that all nodes are in an indoor environment of small cells deployment as in (LIMA et al., 2013; 3GPP, 2009, 2010a), therefore we set the distance between source and destination at 10m, and we consider the relay in between source and destination and equidistant from both. Additionally, we assume a path loss exponent of \( \nu = 3 \) as well as unitary bandwidth. We assume that all channels experience some LoS, and therefore undergo fading with \( m = 16 \) (which corresponds to a Rice channel with factor of 14.8 dB), while the shadowing standard deviation is \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 6 \) dB (LIMA et al., 2013; 3GPP, 2009, 2010a). In this setting, we consider that the legitimate cooperative network perceives stronger LoS component than the eavesdropper. Therefore, we assume that the eavesdropper perceives a more harsh environment, since it may not be in same the indoor environment as the legitimated nodes. Thus, we consider \( \nu = 4, m = 4 \) and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 12 \) dB. We assume that the polynomial order of \( K = 24 \) since it presents great accuracy. We recall that the error can be analytically estimated which is another advantage of such quadrature methods (ABRAMOWITZ; STEGUN, 1965). All Monte Carlo simulations are performed with \( 10^6 \) realizations. Moreover, we consider equal power allocation so that the total power is given as \( P_S = P_R = P \). As pointed out in (KWON et al., 2010), the residual self-interference component is mostly dominated by the shadowing, since most of the LoS is attenuated through antenna isolation. Thus, we model the residual self-interference with \( m = 1 \) and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 10 \) dB, and for distinct values of \( \delta \).

5.6.1 AVERAGE SECRECY RATE

Fig. 29 shows the average secrecy rate as a function of transmit power \( P \) in dBm for different values of self-interference cancellation for \( N_E = 2 \). Eavesdropper’s average SNR is set to \( \mu_E = -3.70 \) and \( \sigma_E = 2.68 \), which means that \( \mu_{\Omega_p} = -20 \) dB and \( \sigma_{\Omega_p} = 12 \) dB so that the eavesdropper is closer to source and relay than to the destination. Notice that the more sophisticated is the self-interference cancellation at the relay (lower values of \( \delta \)), higher is the achievable average secrecy rate. For instance, at high SNR, the average secrecy rate rises about 25% with the reduction of the self-interference from \(-80 \) dB to \(-90 \) dB. Even though sophisticated interference mitigation schemes have been recently proposed, such cancellation levels, in the order of \(-90 \) dB, are still a challenging task to achieve (DUARTE et al., 2012; DEBAILLIE et al., 2014).

Next, we investigate the effect on performance of a more sophisticated adversary, thus
we assume that the eavesdropper may have $N_E \in \{1,4\}$ antennas. Then, Fig. 30 shows the average secrecy rate as a function of the transmit power for different values of self-interference cancellation as well as for different number of antennas. The average secrecy rate degrades as the number of antennas grows. Nevertheless, it is still possible to communicate with perfect secrecy. Notice that in terms of secrecy capacity the impact of relatively poor self-interference cancellation ($\delta > -75$ dB) is much worse than that of having a sophisticated eavesdropper (with several receive antennas applying MRC).

![Figure 29: Average secrecy rate $\overline{R}_s$ as a function of the transmit power $P$ in dBm for different values of $\delta$ and $N_E = 1$.](image)
5.6.2 SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY

In the following, we present some numerical results regarding the partial availability of CSI at the transmitters with respect to the eavesdropper. We recall that the transmitters are aware of passive eavesdropping, but have no CSI of the eavesdroppers channels, and therefore, the source attempts to convey with a fixed secure rate $R_s$. First, in Fig. 31 we investigate the probability of non-zero secrecy rate, $\Pr[\mathcal{R}_s > 0]$, as a function of the transmit power for distinct values of $\delta$ and number of antennas at the eavesdropper.

From Fig. 31 we observe that the SNR of the eavesdropper increases with the increase
of the number of antennas, which is directly reflected into a reduced probability of non-zero secrecy rate. For instance, for $P = 50$ dBm, $N_E = 1$ and $\delta = -90$ dB a probability around 90% of with non-zero secrecy rate is achieved; however, if the eavesdropper has $N_E = 4$ antennas this probability reduces to 72%. Again, the performance increases considerably as the self-interference cancellation improves. For instance, at high SNR regime and $N_E = 4$, up to 15% gain is attainable if the self-interference cancellation factor improves from $\delta = -75$ dB up to $\delta = -90$ dB at high SNR regime.

Further, Fig. 32 shows the outage probability as a function of the transmit power for distinct values $\delta$, $N_E \in \{1,2,4\}$ antennas and $R = 1$ bits/s/Hz. Once again, secrecy outage
probability considerably increases with better self-interference attenuation and cancellation at the relay (lower $\delta$). Notice also that as the number of antennas at the eavesdropper increases, the secrecy outage probability decreases since the eavesdropper presents more sophisticated hardware capabilities.

![Figure 32: Outage probability, $Pr[R_s < R_t]$, as a function of the transmit power $P$ in dBm with different values of $\delta$ as well as number of antennas at the eavesdropper, and $R = 1$ bits/s/Hz.](image)

5.6.3 SECRECY OUTAGE AND RELIABILITY PROBABILITY

Next, we introduce some numerical results regarding the the third scenario, where the source has only channel statistics available. Therefore, the source fixes the transmission
rate $R_{FD}$ and its attempted secure rate $R_s$. Fig. 33 shows the secrecy outage and reliability probability as a function of the transmit power $P$ in dBm with different values of $\delta$ as well as target secrecy rate $R_s$ given a fixed transmission rate $R_{FD} = 4$ bits/s/Hz. Recall that when the source has only the statistics of the channels, she attempts to convey with a fixed transmission rate $R_{FD}$ on the main channel, and also fixes a secure rate $R_s$, which by its turn also fixes the estimated equivocation rate of the eavesdropper. Therefore, whenever the actual equivocation rate at the eavesdropper is greater than the source’s prediction, a secrecy outage occurs, while when the main channel does not support $R_{FD}$, a reliability outage occurs. Notice that as the secrecy gap, namely $R_{FD} - R_s$, reduces, more secure the system becomes; however, the achieved
gain is not in the same order of the reduction on the security gap. For instance, if the source doubles the rate to 2 bits/s/Hz a slight decrease in performance is noticeable since with the increase of $R_s$ there is an increase on the probability of secrecy outage ($\Pr[\mathcal{R}_E > R_{FD} - R_s]$) due to the reduction of the secrecy gap. Moreover, notice that secure transmissions are attainable even though no CSI is available at the transmitters.

By its turn, setting the target transmission rate to $R_{FD} = 8$ bits/s/Hz and assuming that the source transmits with power $P \in \{80, 120\}$ dBm, we evaluate the secrecy outage and reliability probability as a function of the target secrecy rate $R_s$ (bits/s/Hz) in Fig. 34. Note

---

Figure 34: Secrecy outage and reliability probability as a function of the target secrecy rate $R_s$ (bits/s/Hz) with different values of $\delta$ as well transmit power $P \in \{80, 120\}$ dBm with fixed attempted transmission rate $R_{FD} = 8$ bits/s/Hz, and $N_E = 1$. 
that overall secrecy outage probability gradually increases as the target secrecy rate $R_s$ grows; which means that the source’s prediction of the eavesdropper’s equivocation rate reduces once $R_{FD}$ is fixed, which can also be observed in Fig. 33 as $R_s$ increases. Thus, as the secrecy gap goes to zero the secrecy outage probability hastily tends to unity. Under such circumstances and differently from the second scenario, the source should be more cautious on her predictions of the transmit rates.

**Remark 5.7.** It is noteworthy that the analytic results match the Monte Carlo simulations for all three scenarios, especially at high SNR regime. Notice also that there is a slightly shift between the simulations and analytic results, for instance for secrecy outage probability and secrecy outage and reliability probability, which occurs because the cumulant-based approximation is more tight at the tail of the CDF. Nonetheless, our results serve as a bound on the performance a secure FD cooperative network under composite fading channel, since we are able to capture the dynamics of the network and the main mechanisms that govern its performance.

### 5.7 FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter investigates the secrecy performance of a cooperative FD relaying network in the presence of a passive multiple antenna eavesdropper under composite fading channels. Three scenarios are considered based on the CSI availability at the transmitter: i) full CSI is available from both intended and unintended receivers; ii) only the legitimate channels are known to the source; and iii) no CSI is available, except for channel statistics. Thus, in order to assess the performance of each scenario, we address three distinct metrics according to each case such that in i) we propose an approximation in closed-form for the average secrecy rate; while in ii) an approximation in closed-form is proposed for secrecy outage probability; and in iii) we attain closed-form expressions for the secrecy outage and reliability probability.

Furthermore, our results show that the self-interference at the relay, which is modeled as a fading channel, considerably affects performance regardless of the scenario considered. Therefore, the better the isolation and cancellation employed at the relay, the higher the security achieved. Additionally, we also investigate the impact of the number of antennas at the eavesdropper on the overall performance of each scenario. All in all, even though experiencing strong self-interference FD relaying is feasible also under secrecy constraints, even in the presence of sophisticated multiple antenna eavesdropper.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis we studied FD cooperative networks from different perspectives and we provided a comprehensive performance analysis of such networks. We showed that FD relaying is feasible, even when experiencing strong self-interference, and we discussed its application under different scenarios. More importantly, the results attained through this work serve as a benchmark for design as well as deployment of current and future wireless communications technologies. For instance, FD relaying is already foreseen in LTE (LI et al., 2012). Moreover, cooperative systems are foreseen as a key technology also in the upcoming wireless systems (WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014).

In the following sections, we outline the contributions of this thesis chapter by chapter and then point out research directions and future work.

6.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

The contributions are summarized as follows:

- **Chapter 2**: We provided a comprehensive overview of the current state-of-the-art on FD communications, more specifically FD relaying, and we revisited some of the main properties of cooperative schemes.

- **Chapter 3**: We assessed the outage probability, throughput and energy efficiency of cooperative FD relaying over Rayleigh fading channels and compared the performance of cooperative FD relaying, as well as a multi-hop FD scheme, to two incremental cooperative HD relaying methods. Besides the mathematical framework provided, we also showed that cooperative HD schemes can achieve a smaller outage probability and a higher throughput than cooperative FD relaying with self-interference. Finally, we drew a discussion on the trade-offs between HD and FD schemes as well as between throughput and energy efficiency.
Chapter 4: We investigated the performance of FDBM relaying protocol under general fading settings. Additionally, we introduced a new accurate approximation for the product of two Nakagami-m RVs as well as for the sum of Gamma RVs. With these results we are able to characterize the outage probability of the proposed FD relaying protocol in a easy to compute closed-form expression. Our findings allowed us to better understand effects of the residual self-interference on a FD relaying setup, since distinct (non-) LoS configurations can be emulated which can be directly related to the quality of the antenna isolation and self-interference cancellation employed at the FD relay.

Chapter 5: We considered the concept of PHY security and we discussed the main advances on cooperative PHY security associated with FD relaying schemes and composite fading channels. We provided a comprehensive mathematical framework for the performance analysis of secure FD cooperative networks. For each scenario under evaluation, we assessed the appropriate metric, providing ease to compute and in closed-form expressions. We demonstrated that, even though experiencing strong self-interference, FD relaying is feasible also under secrecy constraints.

6.2 FUTURE WORK AND FINAL REMARKS

We can identify many future directions for the work carried out in this thesis. For instance, we increased the complexity of the fading settings chapter by chapter. In Chapter 3 we focused on Rayleigh fading, while Chapter 4 investigated Nakagami-m fading scenarios. Hence one can extend those results by looking at a more general fading distribution and realistic path loss model. Moreover, recently there has been a upsurge of interest on the unoccupied zones of the spectrum, more specifically on frequencies above 10 GHz, commonly known as Millimeter Wave (mmWave), such that new path loss and fading models are being proposed (BOCCARDI et al., 2014; RAPPAPORT et al., 2013; RANGAN et al., 2014). Thus, relevant questions arise: How mmWave fading and path loss settings impact performance? How does it impact on network design and deployment? Is FD schemes an viable solution for mmWave scenarios? Could we employ the same tool to mitigate self-interference behaves in such high frequencies? How do we model residual self-interference? Answering these questions is another possible future direction of our work.

Chapter 3 offers performance benchmark and outlines the advantages of power allocation in FD relaying schemes, but do not propose a specific solution. Therefore, power allocation policies are possible extension to this work, since such policies are the focus of current and upcoming wireless communications technologies. Such technologies aim at lower
consumption (green) schemes, such that the longer the user can be connected and the better the user exploit and experiences all the advantages of a fully connected network as envisaged by (WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014).

The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 can be applied and extended heterogeneous and cognitive radio networks. We already investigated some scenarios (ALVES et al., 2012; MAFRA et al., 2015; BENITEZ et al., 2015) were we assess the feasibility of underlay FD relaying and discuss the main advantages and gains attained with FD nodes. In this context, many paths are still open, for instance FD nodes can perform spectrum sensing while conveying information, power allocation policies given all constrains of the primary network are another possibility for future work. Even more paths open, when MIMO nodes are employed. Not only self-interference becomes more intricate problem and harder to cancel, but there are several ways to exploit FD MIMO nodes. For instance, through FD MIMO simultaneous UL and DL of multi-user networks can be assessed, which implicates on re-design of coordination and scheduling mechanisms, opening new challenges for the upcoming wireless networks (WANG et al., 2014; BOCCARDI et al., 2014; OSSEIRAN et al., 2014). Further, in (ALVES et al., 2012) heterogeneous networks are investigated, in which FD underlay network can act as a relay for the legacy one. Hence enhancing performance of networks and tackling the issue of backhauling. In a more general framework lies (ALVES et al., 2014; LIMA et al., 2014), which provide an investigation on how highly dense deployments of small cells perform when full-duplex nodes communicate under composite fading channels. The impact due to extra interference from co-channel users and how that compares to the intrinsic residual self-interference is identified, and performance is compared to benchmark HD scenarios. There are several possible ways to extend these works by considering, for instance, coordination mechanisms in order to reduce the perceived co-channel interference, another possibility is to take into account the temporal and spatial correlations on the outage probability and spectral efficiency.

As pointed out in Chapter 5, wireless communications systems are vulnerable to eavesdropping, and much can be done in this context. For instance, in (ALVES et al., 2012) we propose a network model in which the eavesdropper is not able to exploit additional spatial diversity. One plausible extension is to bring this model to the cooperative context. This, allows us to enhance the performance of the legitimate network by increasing security and confidentiality of legitimate transmissions. Other option is to extend the results presented in Chapter 5 to a MIMO setting, where a variety of scenarios and metrics can be evaluated, such as diversity-multiplexing trade-off, precoding as well as beamforming for secure relaying, amongst others. Another possible extension, is to investigate the secrecy capacity of
interference-limited networks, providing performance analysis on a system level and resorting to Poison Point Process and stochastic geometry. In (ALVES et al., 2015) we started to put some light into such issue.

All in all, as discussed above there are several possible extensions to this work, but not limited to, different fading settings, power allocation policies, heterogeneous and cognitive radio solutions as well as enhanced security solutions.
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